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Abstract

This study seeks to understand the forces initiating and sustaining colonialism,
specifically the German colonial expansion in Africa. The history of this colonialism,
and the relations between Germany and Africa, is difficult to understand holistically,
given its complex and contentious nature. In order to best comprehend the composite
interactions within the expansion of German control over Africa, Gilles Deleuze and
Félix Guattari’s theory of deterritorialization will provide the interpretative framework.
This analysis begins by grappling with the notion of deterritorialization and then relates
the theory to the social, cultural, economic and political manifestations of German
colonial expansion. By taking a broad perspective upon the diverse articulations of
power in Africa, the multiple elements of colonial control and resistance are manifest. In
conclusion, this study finds difference, syncretism and negotiation between German and
African to determine the history of German colonialism in Africa.
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Introduction
In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, European nations spanned the
globe with overseas colonies in a belligerent quest for territory. These colonies were
developed as commercial and strategic dependencies by the European states. The control
extended through this colonialism reveals much about the European imperial state itself
in its efforts to gain and maintain colonies. Colonialism is here defined as a desire for
colonial possessions and imperialism is broadly termed a more fluid dynamic of
dominance between collective societies encompassing much more than purely colonial
relations. These two energies present a vivid image of Europe’s extension of power over
the non-European world.

The following examination will focus upon the actual

expansion of colonial control in the context of the late nineteenth-century acquisition of
African colonies by Germany and their subsequent maintenance through to the early
twentieth century. By examining the specific actions in the extension of German rule
over African territory, the composite interactions of colonialism will be exposed. The
study of German colonialism is significant because the dynamism and violence of
colonialism make it more than just an anomaly of European history. Colonialism
therefore represents a major theme of wider history because of its influence upon both the
colonizer and the colonized. In addition, many of the elements that gave birth to
colonialism are very much still in existence today, a reality that connects this historical
excavation to the present. It is for these reasons that this analysis seeks to inquire into the
power differentials of imperialism in general through study of German colonialism with
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the ultimate aim of interpreting the relationships underpinning German colonial
expansion in Africa.
The historiography of imperialism is riddled with controversies and complexities.
This inquiry unabashedly places itself against the older histories of imperialism that
focused upon imperialism only in relation to broad issues within European economic and
political history.1 More recent studies move beyond these topics in favour of research
into specific social and cultural elements of colonialism.2 This work hopes to combine
elements of the old interpretations with new approaches so as to gain new insight when it
seeks to consider the true breadth of imperialism in realms as diverse as culture,
economics, society, and politics.3 This analysis consequently accepts Johan Galtung’s
sage assertion that imperialism must be examined on a general level in order to most
effectively render its structural character.4

To best understand the structure of

imperialism, the more specific facts of German colonial expansion will be elaborated.
This in turn will allow the extrapolation of the general dimensions of imperialism.
The primary motivating factor for colonialism is a pivotal historical question in
the historiography of imperialism.

Marxists in the early twentieth century saw

colonialism as a consequence of the economic and social structures of capitalism that
require ever-greater markets, labour and resources.5 The Marxist economic argument has
prompted a number of critical responses. Octave Mannoni stressed the psychological
dimension of colonialism instead of relying upon causal references to economics or
politics.6 Arguing in 1961 specifically against Marxist mechanism, David Landes
dismissed economic rationales and sees colonialism as not based in a mono-causal
explanation.7 Others find European diplomatic imperatives responsible for the growth of
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colonialism. Ronald Robinson and John Gallagher contended in 1961 that colonialism
represents a cumulative process of European expansion without determining goals
outside of strategic concerns.8 Later leftist scholars like D.C.M. Platt and G.W.F.
Hallgarten have refined the Marxist economic dimension to colonialism.9 Writing in
1966, Hannah Arendt believed that nationalistic mass political movements combined
patriotism and national chauvinism to precipitate actions like colonialism.10 Inverting the
traditional relationship between the metropolitan centre and the colonial periphery, David
Fieldhouse declared that colonialism was encouraged by events in the colonies that
required the European powers to safeguard their strategic interests.11 Alternately,
Wolfgang Mommsen and Jean-Paul Sartre argue a systemic character to colonialism that
rejects mono-causal explanation in favour of structural examination.12 Finally, there is
another possible interpretation stressing the random and inchoate that sees no central
internal logic to colonialism. Moving away from the inquiry into rationales, more recent
studies of colonialism examine narrower aspects such as race, culture, society, gender
and power relationships.
The German expansion of control in Africa between the years 1884 and 1914 is
significant in several ways to the broader study of colonialism. The German conquest of
what are now the countries of Togo, Cameroon, Namibia and Tanzania is a relatively
under-explored area in colonial historiography when compared to histories of the
colonies of Portugal, Britain and France. While other countries had successful colonies
for the most part outside of Africa, Germany’s territories in the Pacific and China were
unusually pale shadows of its African colonies. The late and intense entry of Germany
into colonialism also holds particular interest for the scholar of colonialism. Moreover,
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German colonialism represents a fascinating subject because of its telescoped time frame;
the acquisition, extension and loss of the colonies all happened within three decades.
Germany is additionally remarkable in that its colonialism began on a different track than
the other colonial powers because of the perceived significance of commerce in the
expansion. Finally, Germany presents an interesting paradigm of colonialism in relation
to later events in the twentieth century.
It is the actions of Germany in the First and Second World Wars that have led to
the Sonderweg thesis of Germany’s “special path” of development. The Sonderweg
argument is one of the reasons why many explanations have been sought for German
colonialism and the subsequent heated debate that has surrounded the discussion of
motivations. The dispute has been particularly contentious between ideologicallyopposed historians in divided post-war Germany.13 The German colonial experience is
frequently cited by scholars as a precursor to the later events of the twentieth century by
fitting the abuses of the colonial period into the Sonderweg thesis of purportedly
Germanic exceptionalism.14 The Versailles Treaty’s judgment of Germany’s unique
colonial brutality drew on acts of violence in the colonies like the 1904-1906 war against
the Herero tribe of Southwest Africa. But the question must be asked, without engaging
in a comparative discussion of colonialisms, was the German conquest of colonial
territory inordinately brutal? To answer this question, analysis must look beyond the
Sonderweg thesis to consider all of the economic, social, political and cultural
motivations for German colonialism. It is the particular circumstances of these elements
within German colonialism that provide the rationales for this project.
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A frequent argument in the thesis of German exceptionalism is the economic one,
an especially significant controversy in the historiography of German colonialism. This
is because the German colonies had a large number of business monopolies which have
long been used as an explanation for the economic dimension of German colonialism.
Marxist scholars like Jürgen Kuczynski, Fritz Müller and Helmuth Stoecker advocate the
pivotal supporting role of monopoly capital in this colonialism.15 Non-Marxist scholars
like Mary Townsend, H.P. Jaeck and Horst Drechsler also declare that economic
necessities and merchant capital propelled the colonial expansion.16 These arguments
remain strong within studies of German colonialism, though their applicability is
increasingly questioned.
Calculated government policy for reasons related to international diplomacy is
seen as another major cause of German colonialism. For instance, Werner Frauendienst
argues that colonialism can only be seen as one minor component of the Weltpolitik or
“world policy” of international involvement.17 Similarly, some historians like Landes,
Hallgarten, Townsend and A.J.P. Taylor contend that colonial expansion was designed to
serve German strategic interests.18 A final argument contends that Germany acquired and
developed a network of colonies solely to provide a backing for its claims to great power
status.19
Supporting the domestic explanation of colonialism, Hans-Ulrich Wehler finds
that domestic peace was sought as a by-product of a strong imperial policy by the
“pragmatic expansionist” Chancellor Otto von Bismarck.20

This so-called “social

imperialism” argument asserts that German imperialism was a wholly endogenous
phenomenon created to pacify the German population, rather than a creation of external
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stimuli.
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Wehler’s contention specifically works against the centre-periphery

interpretations of Gallagher, Robinson, and Fieldhouse as well as the Marxist argument
for the primacy of commercial expansion.

Yet even within social imperialism,

Mommsen argues for some reconsideration of the role of external forces.22 The social
imperialism argument also contests Thaddeus Sunseri’s belief that historians have
traditionally ignored the linkages between German colonial policies and German society
as a whole.23 For this reason, discussion of Germany’s colonies needs to address the
quantity and quality of support for colonial expansion in the German populace.
The domestic argument is significant, for despite their relatively miniscule
economic contribution, the four African colonies were quite important to Germany
because of their effect upon national pride. This is a major facet of social imperialism;
the colonies were supposed to galvanize the population, consequently bringing Germany
together. Linking the leftist and social imperialism interpretations, Hans-Christoph
Schröder connects colonialism intrinsically with supra-nationalism and social relations.24
This inquiry will consider contemporary society because the propaganda efforts of the
government and the various social organizations propounding colonial expansion had an
important effect upon the German public. Looking at society in this manner renders a
vision of colonialism from a bottom-up perspective and allows a realistic portrayal of the
role of popular sentiment in colonial expansion.
All of these different explanations of German colonial expansion may appear
complex but they are further complicated by Landes’ suggestion that many colonial
acquisitions may have been the result of a fait accompli or unforeseen circumstances.25 It
is also possible that German colonial expansion was established by one motive and
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carried further by another. Similarly, it is likely that the extension of control over the
colonies was established by the means considered most applicable to the time and
context, as Gallagher and Robinson assert.26

It is also eminently possible that

colonialism is a matter of scale where a steady escalation of degree results in further
increases in territory, brutality and control.
Alongside these issues, a considerable lacuna exists in the discussion of the actual
inhabitants of the regions that Germany annexed. These African peoples were very
important in determining the actual course of the colonial expansion in Africa. For
example, parallel to the expansion of German rule was the growth in native resistance to
this expansion in various manifestations, from passive opposition to taxes and laws, to
covert resistance and outright revolt against German authority. It is the extension of
colonialism and the opposition to it that constitutes the essential form of colonialism.
However, this inquiry acknowledges the considerable difficulty which exists in capturing
the suppressed native voice since few histories have been written from the perspective of
the original inhabitants in the German colonies.
Comprehending these diverse issues requires more than empirical data; a theory is
needed to link the dominant themes. Histories of colonialism come from very disparate
perspectives, and can therefore be very difficult to understand holistically. Winfried
Baumgart and Wehler once called upon historians to forge new paths in German colonial
history to further understand the historical past through the application of new theoretical
models of interpretation.27 Since Baumgart and Wehler, new research into gender, race
and power relations has broadened the field, but wider use of theoretical models has not
been manifest. In addition, newer approaches have moved away from necessary
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discussions of motivations for the expansion. The implications of the uncertainties
elaborated above, as well as developments in the field of German colonial history,
inevitably lead to the question of which interpretative framework to utilize in order to
most accurately interpret the expansion of German control over Africa.
The theories elaborated in Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari’s two volume work,
Capitalism and Schizophrenia offer an approach through which the understanding of
German colonialism can be better extended and deepened.28 This analysis will employ
primarily their ideas of the deterritorialization and concomitant reterritorialization of
forces, but will also incorporate some of their other concepts like schizoanalysis,
nomadology and the rhizome.

The ability of Deleuze and Guattari’s idea of

deterritorialization to encompass the economic, social, political and cultural facets of an
entity makes it a potentially attractive interpretative structure. For this reason, their
notion of deterritorialization and reterritorialization will form the theoretical
underpinning of this investigation. As Ian Buchanan declares, “[i]t is hard work being
Deleuzian,” but the measured and critical incorporation of several elements of Deleuze
and Guattari’s thought can open up significant and novel areas of investigation.29
Deleuze and Guattari’s ideas of deterritorialization, schizoanalysis, rhizome and
nomadology shed light on the German colonial expansion in several respects. Their
theories can resolve the problem in world history of the occlusion of the so-called
“people without history” by Eurocentric historiography’s focus upon the nation-state, for
the authors would stress the collectivities and individuals within both Germany and
Africa.30 Following Ranajit Guha’s and Edward Said’s assertions that all cultures are
involved in one another, this examination works in awareness of the inter-connections
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between German and African societies.
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Secondly, by incorporating Deleuze and

Guattari, this project attempts to be broadly “postcolonial” in its examination, by
incorporating recent interpretations of the colonial past, while still remaining fully
cognizant of the nuances and heterogeneity of this term. The most visible way that this
postcolonialism manifests itself in this study and in Deleuze and Guattari is the attention
paid to difference and agency.32
The methodology of this inquiry’s use of Deleuze and Guattari will be fairly
orthodox. The authors’ thought will be investigated first, with the aim of establishing its
relevance for the events under examination. Next, the specific social, cultural, economic
and political elements of German colonial expansion in Africa will be examined with
deterritorialization in mind. Deleuze and Guattari’s work will be examined, evaluated
and related to the history under discussion. By approaching German colonialism as a
multi-polar enterprise of overlapping interactions, involving both Europeans and
Africans, this methodology can render the complex power relations of colonialism in the
most satisfactory manner.
This methodology, and its indebtedness to Deleuze and Guattari’s theory,
represents a novel approach to the discussion of German colonial expansion in several
ways. With the exception of John Noyes’ work, the use of Deleuze and Guattari’s
deterritorialization to highlight issues within the history of colonialism is almost
unprecedented.

Moreover, Deleuze and Guattari are rarely found in actual

historiography. Deterritorialization has also never before been used to represent the ebb
and flow of interaction between colonial metropolis and African periphery. Finally, older
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German colonial history has been a rather orthodox history, with little research outside of
political and economic realms.
Recently more variegated studies of the legal, sexual, racial, social and cultural
elements of colonialism have appeared. Some examples of this are the works of Jürgen
Zimmerer, Sara Friedrichsmeyer, Sara Lennox and Susanne Zantop who see German
colonialism in terms of imaginaries.33

Their conceptions depict how Germans

constructed utopian ideas about the expansion that clashed with realities. Similarly,
Birthe Kundrus stresses the fantasies underpinning German colonialism.34 Kundrus
identifies whimsical visions of colonialism that guided the multiple German responses to
their colonial possessions. Finally, Marianne Bechhaus-Gerst and Reinhard Klein-Arendt
portray German colonialism as determined by changing encounters between Africans and
Germans.35 In many social and cultural realms, they see reciprocal influence as
important to the nature of colonialism.
This application of Deleuze and Guattari reveals new perspectives within the
German colonial conquest of Africa by combining facets of the older research with these
recent approaches to the topic. This study focuses upon an admittedly specific history,
yet hopes that it offers some wider conclusions. The inquiry begins with the ideas of
Deleuze and Guattari in the first chapter. Through analysis of the social and cultural
relations of German colonialism in the second and the excavation of economic then
political facets in the third chapter so as to reveal the connections of colonialism separate
from government policy, more sophisticated conceptions of the dynamics of power
within colonialism will be developed. But before this examination can begin, the context
must be elaborated to aid comprehension of German colonial expansion.

11
The German Setting

The growth of Germany’s colonies must be viewed in relation to contemporary
German history. Germany came to strength in Europe through wars with Denmark,
Austria and France, finally leading to unification in 1871. The unification of the German
states was brought about largely through the diplomacy and the power politics of “blood
and iron” championed by Chancellor Bismarck.36 Strategically, the new European nation
was the epitome of Mitteleuropa vulnerability, hemmed in by the French and Russian
powers on both sides. Politically, Germany was ruled by the autocratic Kaiser and his
Chancellor. Although Germany possessed an elected Reichstag and universal male
suffrage, the governing elites maintained considerable independence of action. Beneath
the Kaiser, a leadership cadre of aristocrats occupied the crucial seats of power.37 Under
Kaiser Wilhelm I, the stoutly conservative Bismarck worked to restrain the press, outlaw
socialist organizations and repress Catholics through his quasi-autocratic power. With
the accession of Kaiser Wilhelm II to the throne in 1888, Bismarck’s power declined
until he was finally removed from office in 1890. In contrast to Bismarck’s term,
domestic and foreign policy under Wilhelm II proceeded along a much more random and
inchoate path.38

Ruling above a succession of weak Chancellors in a society

simultaneously traditionalist and modernizing, Wilhelm II also was both more liberal and
much more inconsistent than Bismarck.
Germany was subject to these tensions because of modernizing impulses in
economics and politics. In economic matters, Germany was developing into the
industrial power-house of Europe as traditional agriculture fuelled the growth of heavy
industry.

The newly-centralized state also fostered the expansion of German
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international trade. However, in 1873 Germany was struck by a debilitating recession
that was to last until the last years of the nineteenth century.39 Germany was hit
particularly hard because of problems caused by over-production and declining prices.
Bismarck tried to solve these through the imposition of tariffs in 1879 and in 1884 during
the fiscal restraints of the “door-closing panic” where German business perceived the
doors of free trade commerce closing to their products and causing an economic
downturn.40 The perceived disappointments of free-market liberalism provoked a reevaluation of liberal economics and politics. Popular desires for political reform and
internal divisions with regard to class, status, religion and region also continued to plague
the government.41 One policy designed to preserve domestic peace was the 1879
“politics of rallying-together” which united the Prussian agricultural Junker elites with
the Ruhr industrialists to create the Alliance of Iron and Rye.42 The collective-policy was
also revisited from 1897 to 1904 to unite the traditional elites of Germany against
growing social fractures.
These circumstances were to provide fertile ground for the development of
colonial policy. Bismarck indicated as early as 1881 his total rejection of a colonial
policy. But in 1884, his paradigm shift in foreign policy towards colonialism was to
initiate storms of debate, both at the time and in subsequent historiography. The
transition from a middle European nation obsessed with the balance of power in
European diplomacy to a country involving itself in territories thousands of miles away in
Africa was a surprise then and continues to challenge scholars to explain Bismarck's volte
face in international affairs. Bismarck’s perennial willingness to change tactics in order
to achieve his goals means that his change of course needs explication, but also indicates
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that the colonial expansion was not necessarily a departure from Bismarck’s
opportunistic approach to foreign and domestic politics.
Given Germany's recent consolidation as a nation-state and the recent recession, it
is at first glance very strange that in early 1884 Bismarck would suddenly agree to
establish a protectorate over the tiny hamlet of Angra Pequeña on the southwest coast of
Africa.43 One reason Bismarck’s move is odd is that German taxpayers were reluctant to
fund overseas expenditures. Furthermore, German public opinion on the colonial issue
was an unknown variable and could potentially have problematized the expansion
greatly. Similarly, the impact of a colonial policy in European diplomacy could also have
been negative if the great powers took exception to Germany participating in the
“scramble for Africa.”44 Logistical problems such as the question of whether or not the
German bureaucracy could expand to administer the colonies also cast doubts upon the
viability of the acquisitions. Finally, the protection and control of African colonies with
Germany's hitherto continental army and inconsequential navy seemed to indicate
intractable difficulties.
The reconciliation of these problems reveals much about contemporary Germany.
For as much as Germany did not appear ready to accept a colonial policy, there were
signs in 1884 that a colonial expansion was both desirable and possible. In 1884 the
circumstances in Europe seemed to favour a German land-grab since European
diplomacy was placid.45 Additionally, fears of repeated recessions fostered the idea that
colonies could provide a way out of cyclical depressions and economic isolationism. In
this respect, the Young Historical School of economics and its demands for foreign
markets found resonance in the economic policies of the government.46 Government was
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also pressed by the private sector to acquire colonies to guarantee raw materials and
additional markets. Furthermore, Bismarck saw the colonies as a tool for European
diplomatic wrangling and an outlet for German emigration.
While the government began to see the benefits of colonies, the public became
more aware of colonies through the work of the colonial propagandists. For example, the
German Colonial Society or Deutsche Kolonialgesellschaft (hereafter DKG), while small
in membership, was loud in demanding the necessity of colonies.47 The public began to
believe that a colonial policy could generate great profits, especially if conducted on the
British model. The promises advanced by European colonial adventurers of an “El
Dorado” in the far reaches of Africa soon reached the German populace. Consequently,
the population, especially the middle class, began to identify the potential benefits of
German colonies.

This combination of diplomatic, commercial and nationalistic

motivations proved enough to push Bismarck toward a policy of colonial expansion.
It is necessary to sketch the development of German colonial sentiment in order to
provide some background to the entire history of the colonial expansion. Germany itself
had not previously been a significant force in world trade though some of the Hanseatic
cities had traded overseas. The first colonial enterprise was a trading post and transport
hub established on the Gulf of Guinea by the Brandenburg trade federation in 1682.
After the loss in 1717 of this territory, the only other initiative in the pre-history of
colonial expansion was the installation of missionary outposts on the coasts of Africa
such as the Bethany mission station in southwest Africa half a century before the
government’s acquisition. The rapid doubling of German territory after 1884 therefore
raises questions about the motivations behind this expansion.
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In 1883 the economic motives for colonialism achieved newfound prominence.
The Foreign Office or Auswärtiges Amt (hereafter AA) bureaucrat Heinrich von
Kusserow, the trading company Woermann’s, and the banker and Bismarck-confidante
Gerson von Bleichröder, all identified the beginning of a European rush for African
colonies and wanted a place for Germany in this race.48 The trading cities of Hamburg
and Bremen begged for naval protection of their African trade and perpetual guarantees
for the rights of German traders in the colonies. Bismarck, goaded by the purported ease
and economy of the British charter-company administration model and Kusserow’s
urging, began to accept Germany’s need to participate in colonialism. Soon after the
acquisition of Angra Pequeña by the trader F.A.E. Lüderitz, German business interests
and the government, particularly the AA, began their close association.49 Though
Kusserow embodies Marxist assertions of conspiracies between the finance oligarchy and
the government, Kusserow’s later decline illustrates that the Marxist paradigm is not
necessarily apt.50 Although Bismarck called the early colonies “supply posts,” he
believed that the companies should be responsible for the administration of the
territories.51 With Lüderitz’s claim accepted, Bismarck bestowed imperial charters
“Freibriefe,” thereby sanctioning the claims of Woermann’s and other companies in
Cameroon and Togo. Yet, after the initial extension of German control, it was not long
before the charter companies like Woermann’s politely declined to administer the new
German colonies under imperial charters. There was a dawning awareness that the
colonies were not the new El Dorado. Germans began to realize that their colonies were
not like Britain’s India, but were in Africa, where consistent profits could not be assured.
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In addition to these complex economic motivations, there were several
international political considerations that indicated the potential advantages of a colonial
policy. While the other European powers had earlier grasped pieces of Africa, Germany
stood idly by. But in 1884, with a favourable economic and political climate, it was
Germany’s chance to acquire colonies. Bismarck realized that no other powers desired
Angra Pequeña; consequently he decided to extend German protection over Lüderitz’s
trading post. If no other European nations desired the colonies, Bismarck could avoid
antagonizing the other European powers while simultaneously acquiring potential
bargaining chips for future European negotiations.

But was this the dominant

motivation? The thesis that Bismarck was a covert colonialist from the beginning for
international reasons is advanced by Townsend and Taylor. However, these arguments
have subsequently been effectively challenged by William Aydelotte.52 Alternately, H.P.
Merritt argues that Germany’s expanding interest in Africa was largely a product of
Bismarck’s own beliefs in the protection of commerce.53 Nevertheless, the possession of
the protectorates did establish a place for Germany in the new global diplomacy.
European relations were also strengthened by the British support for German concessions
since the German territory acted as a hedge against French claims.
Though the benefits of colonial expansion were present in international politics,
they were even more clearly evident in domestic politics. H. Pogge von Strandmann and
Wehler assert that domestic political elements motivated the acquisition.54 Many then, as
now, believed Bismarck’s colonial plans were solely aimed at domestic concerns: even
Bismarck’s Senior Councillor Friedrich von Holstein quoted Bismarck as saying: “[a]ll
this colonial business is a sham, but we need it for elections.”55 Public opposition to
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European competitors’ exclusionary treaties and the restriction of free trade led the
Chancellor to conclude that the public mood was in favour of acquiring commercial
rights for Germany in Africa. Even though Germany was markedly undemocratic, this
public support was important to Bismarck. For instance, the Kartell-Politik compromise
of 1887-1890 depended upon the consensus gained in the initial colonial expansion.
However, the 1884 elections manifested increased support for the Social Democrats,
whose cautious imperialism spoke to working class acceptance of colonial policy.
Another possible domestic goal within Bismarck’s policy of colonial expansion has been
identified in Bismarck’s attempt to isolate the pro-British Nationalliberale Partei and its
supporter, the reform-minded Crown Prince Friedrich.56

By providing a colonial

competitor for the German population, Bismarck likely saw an opportunity to
concurrently vilify the British, the Nationalliberales and the popular Crown Prince.
In addition to domestic politics, concerns about the population also contributed to
the domestic argument. The colonies were hoped to serve as a domestic safety-valve by
pushing discontent from Germany to the colonial periphery. In addition, many Germans,
like the historian Heinrich Treitschke and the economist Arnold Wagner, believed the
contemporary over-population myth and, even worse, that Germany was being overpopulated by the lowest social orders.57 It was hoped that the colonies would provide a
place to settle this “excess” German population that would not be a loss to Germany as
was immigration to other countries. Colonial expansion would therefore be a domestic
palliative for the supposed threats of over-population, over-production and underconsumption by providing new space and new markets for Germans.
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This short introduction to the main motivations of colonial expansion has
provided some context for the following brief survey of the history of German expansion
in Africa. After the extension of German protection over Lüderitz’s claim, German
traders traveled throughout the newly-German territories of Southwest Africa, Togo and
Cameroon signing treaties with local chieftains. In these treaties, German “commercial
houses on the coast” were often specifically mentioned as having economic rights to
territory.58 Finally, rights to the East African territory were initially gained in 1885 but
German rule was finally cemented in 1890 for four million marks. As with Southwest
Africa, the borders of all of the colonies were further extended throughout the colonial
period. After the first 835,000 square kilometers of coastal territories had been agreed
upon, Bismarck justified his right to further expansion with the statement: “[e]ine
genaure Abgrenzung auch nach dem Innern zu, behält die Regierung seiner Majestät
späten Festsetzungen nach Maßgabe der Entwicklung der Ansiedlungen und ihres
Verkehrs vor.”59

Further territory was important to Bismarck’s plans for huge,

centralized conglomerates to administer the early colonies, but the trading houses refused
to merge. As mentioned above, the four colonies soon devolved into crown colonies
when the companies could no longer manage their administration. The consolidation of
German territory ended with the outbreak of war in 1914 and the loss of German territory
in Africa.
Yet before this there was a long period of expansion, from four small charter
colonies to much larger territories. However, there were also incidents of stymied
German colonialism. Germany held the Witu district of East Africa until 1890 when it
was relinquished to Britain in exchange for the Heligoland territory. Significant German
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interest in 1888 in acquiring a colonial possession on the Niger River, renowned for its
mineral wealth and transport links, coupled with British acquiescence, very nearly gained
another colony for the Reich. Germany also tried to acquire parts of northeast Africa and
south Africa with no success.
This continued desire for territory was one of the few unifying characteristics
between the four very different German colonies. The largest of the colonies, Southwest
Africa, was established primarily as a settler colony because of its much-publicized
grasslands that seemed to offer a bountiful prairie for German colonists. In Southwest
Africa land became critical to colonialism as ranching was the colony’s most profitable
business. Nonetheless, the barren steppes of the colony never proved a success for either
companies or settlers. Unlike Southwest Africa, the large German East African colony
was blessed with verdant soil and forests. The colony became a plantation colony
because of the difficulties involved in settling and farming the available land. The two
small west African colonies of Togo and Cameroon were more successful because of
their fertile climate that nurtured desirable products for the German market. In fact,
Togo’s productive tropical agriculture meant the colony was the sole German African
dependency that could turn a profit. These local differences and the links between the
colonies mandate an approach to their history that contrasts much existing historiography
by conceiving all the colonies as situated within a variegated yet inter-connected system.
Additional variation is present diachronically, for whenever one speaks of
colonial expansion, one cannot ignore the phases of rule, since differing themes were
dominant in different times. Baumgart identifies three phases: annexation euphoria, anticlimax, and revolt.60 But the colonial period can conversely be seen as developing from a
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period of thorough ambivalence to guarded acceptance and finally considerable
enthusiasm in the new colonies. In the broader German population, the colonies
remained peripheral issues until the shock of the colonial uprisings in the early twentieth
century. After the revolts and the massive expenditures on their repression, the African
colonies definitively entered German society. The subsequent reforms to the colonial
system instigated by the Deutsche Zentrumspartei (hereafter Zentrum) and
Sozialdemokratische Partei Deutschlands (hereafter SPD) established a new direction in
colonial policy. In the aftermath of the disclosure of a range of scandals over the
administration of the colonies and the “Hottentot” election of 1907, the governing parties
maintained their hold on power, but with significant changes to the colonial system. The
reforms were led by State Secretary Bernhard Dernburg, who immediately restructured
the colonial economies and improved the treatment of indigenous peoples. The reforms
to the colonial system persisted until the beginning of the world war.
Along with diversity and change, the theme of continual expansion stands out.
While the initial colonies were acquired between 1884 and 1890, there was a recurrent
momentum of expansion into the African interior and further along the coast. Though the
boundaries of the respective European spheres of influence had been established at the
1884 Berlin Conference, the expansion of German control into further areas of the
African hinterland was to continue for the following three decades. Both the Colonial
Department or Kolonial-Abteilung (hereafter K-A) and its 1907 successor, the Imperial
Colonial Office or Reichskolonialamt (hereafter RKA), worked to increase the size of its
colonies by annexing contiguous territory.61 Germany also expressed significant interest
in acquiring more land in the Niger district from either France or Britain from 1889 to
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1908. There were also plans to connect Southwest Africa, Cameroon and areas of west
Africa into a vast German Mittelafrika trading bloc. As seen above, the German
government always retained its rights to further expansion.62 After the initial acquisition
of territory, the consolidation of existing territory and conquest of further territory
continued throughout the three decades. This expansion highlights the forces driving
German colonialism as a whole, leading this study to focus upon colonial expansion as
indicative of the general character of colonialism.
One final theme, inseparable from this continual expansion, was contestation
between German and African, ranging from passive negotiation to active rebellion.
Colonial discord was always based on the expansion of territory into foreign dominions
or the consolidation of German control over existing territory. The actions of German
administrators, soldiers and traders frequently caused unrest as indigenous societies
fought the expansive energies of the Germans. For example, the most severe example of
violence, the wars of 1904-1906 against the pastoralist Herero and Nama tribes, present
colonial resistance and repression in their cruellest shape. Over seventy thousand Herero
were killed in what can now be easily termed genocide.63 Almost concurrently a peasant
uprising in East Africa known as the Maji Maji War lasted from 1905 until 1907. The
history of German colonial conflict, from major actions in 1888-1890, 1889-1894 and
1904-1907 to the many smaller struggles, reveals both the ability of Africans to resist
German rule, and the ends to which Germany was prepared to go to dominate Africa.
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Chapter 1
Although Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari do not discuss colonialism at length,
this study believes that their ideas can shed light upon colonial expansion for several
reasons. Deleuze and Guattari’s theories, especially the processes of deterritorialization
and reterritorialization (hereafter referred to as deterritorialization), present a novel
perspective on the motivations of individuals within the colonial system.1 Additionally,
the authors’ ideas minimize some of the problems evident in previous histories of
colonialism. However, their theories also present their own unique difficulties, which
will shape the application of their notions to this analysis. The discussion of the
relevance of their ideas to German colonial expansion begins with the authors’
philosophy. The concept of deterritorialization will then be examined and related to
significant themes in colonialism such as territory, society, state, capitalism, empire, and
history. Finally, Deleuze and Guattari’s theories will be related to trends in world history
and colonial studies.
The two authors’ philosophy is eclectic and wide-ranging in its inspiration.2
Deleuze’s writing is coloured by the thought of Hume, Spinoza, Kant, and Bergson. But
his major ideas descend from Marx’s economics, Freud’s psychoanalysis, Foucault’s
philosophy, and Nietzsche’s visions of power and plurality.3 Guattari’s influences can be
more easily explained by his background in Lacanian psychoanalysis and his “FreudoMarxism.”4 It is this voluminous knowledge that facilitates the broad applicability of
Deleuze and Guattari’s theories to philosophy, psychology, political science, cultural
studies, anthropology, sociology, economics and history. But their thought is not solely
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limited to abstract academic investigations, for both authors stress the applicability of
their ideas to the examination of human relations.5
There are three essential elements in immanent human interaction which provide
the foundation of deterritorialization: schizoanalysis, rhizome and nomadology.
Schizoanalysis lies at the heart of the two books of Capitalism and Schizophrenia.
Schizoanalysis rejects Freud’s and Lacan’s psychoanalysis in favour of a varied,
fragmentary or “schizophrenic” approach to the examination of human social interaction
and power structures like colonialism.6 This method of analysis opposes the notion of a
separated subject and object by linking the human intrinsically to society. By analysing
how social structures interact, the two authors work toward notions of un-totalizable and
indivisible entities.7 These relationships involve a model of diverse entities in a
connective synthesis.
Connected with schizoanalysis is Deleuze and Guattari’s metaphor of the rhizome
root system and the rhizomatic character of all human connections. Deleuze and Guattari
use the rhizome as an ideological and political structure to escape the rigid and sedentary
formations of the monad, the dialectic and the state. In the rhizome, actions occur
transversally, parataxically and non-hierarchically.8 Through rhizomatics, there is a
perpetual “continuum of singularities” where there is no determinism, no beginning, no
end, no singularity, and no hierarchy.9 In their rhizomatic view of the world, Deleuze
and Guattari find humans connected in multiple, inchoate and inter-connected ways;
much like the networks and power dynamics of colonial relations. Finally, the rhizome
metaphor is designed to provoke the reconsideration of relationships.
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The third crucial element of Deleuze and Guattari’s thought is the concept of the
nomad. The writers base this idea upon a historical nomad, liberated from territory and
norms. Nomad thought, or “nomadology,” is premised upon multiple and non-rigidified
lines of action, and the plurality of causalities in history.10 Nomadology is also
positioned as the opposite of history as it is focused upon “perpetual displacement”
versus the “sedentary,” reductivistic and biased nature of what the authors deem to be
history.11 Deleuze argues that the historical event cannot be seen as a singular,
homogenous entity, but a nomadic, vast and multiple phenomenon.12 Furthermore,
nomad theory is related to the rhizome where connections are multiple and allencompassing, and all phenomena are mobile and transitory. But the nomad exemplifies
movement more than the rhizome which is the pattern of that movement. The nomad is
perhaps the notion most applicable to histories of colonialism because, not only can the
nomad represent the colonial native or colonizing settler, but it can also portray the
structures and ideologies within colonial discourse and policy.
Schizoanalytic, rhizomatic and nomadologic thought form the foundation of the
“admittedly difficult notion” of deterritorialization.13 The concept is problematic to
explain since it is defined by the authors in abstract semiotic terms. Deterritorialization
exhibits rhizomatic interactions by challenging conceptions of territoriality and linking
separated entities. Though the root of the word is spatial, deterritorialization itself does
not require spatial movement, for it can exist on the level of ideology, belief and
structural transformation.14 The authors characterize deterritorialization itself as the
movement out of what they label a territory, object or phenomenon into a new
composition. More fundamentally, deterritorialization can also be a decoding of essences

where change is performed upon an entity.
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However, Deleuze and Guattari reject

reification and hypostatization by being careful to admit that the concept of
deterritorialization does not motivate changes, only that it will “strictly determine their
selection.”16 Fundamentally, deterritorialization is enacted by the framing of a system, a
movement away from the former system and construction of a new energy, removed from
the original system.17 Finally, because deterritorialization in one element can also
provoke shared or combinative deterritorializations in other elements, deterritorialization
is never singular, but exists rhizomatically in composites.
The “always multiple and composite” nature of deterritorialization is central to its
ability to represent the agent of change.18 In deterritorialization, evolution and teleology
are abandoned because of the myriad desires within entities, each containing the potential
toward deterritorialization and each with relative degrees of deterritorialization, which
renders progressive causality an impossibility.19 Deterritorialization rejects the binary
oppositions that Fredric Jameson and Christopher Miller identify, for it offers a morenuanced vision of constitutive forces.20 The fact that deterritorialization can be located
within the dimensions of space, time and desire means that it functions as what Michael
Hardt and Antonio Negri call “the primary force” through which human interaction
makes itself manifest.21 This contrasts with Noyes’ narrow vision of deterritorialization,
but deterritorialization should also not be reified into concrete form.22 Deleuze and
Guattari maintain that their purpose is not to represent the world specifically through
deterritorialization, but to connect social entities through the dominant characteristic of
the world: deterritorialization.23
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Concomitant with the exterior change of deterritorialization is the reciprocal
internal force of reterritorialization. This idea is premised upon a basic action-reaction
continuum where every mobilization of deterritorialization necessitates and depends upon
a complementary and sedentary reterritorialization.24 Deterritorialization can thus be
seen as a movement out of an established system in a novel direction while
reterritorialization is the reciprocal movement within the system to compensate for the
deterritorializing movement. Reterritorialization acts upon the territory that has lost its
boundaries through deterritorialization by enacting new, internal boundaries in the social
field that confine and repress desire. Therefore, reterritorialization is never to be
confused with a return to territorialization. After a movement of deterritorialization, the
object can return only to something approximating its previous state by effecting a
conversion of reterritorialization, but the return is unprecedented. Reterritorialization is
caused by the same forces as deterritorialization, for within the founding forces of
deterritorialization, the stimulus of reterritorialization is also born and vice versa.
Consequently, social transformation requires both an exterior movement of
deterritorialization and an interior reterritorialization.
Obviously, deterritorialization is a theoretical notion, but it is rooted in relations
within society that connect with the study of German colonialism, specifically territory,
society, state, economics and empire. Space and territory play an important role in
deterritorialization and Deleuze and Guattari’s broader thought. Deterritorialization is
premised upon an extremely wide conception of space. In the authors’ vision, the
connections between territories and territorial conglomerates are inseparable from the
deterritorialization which exists within them. In fact, the notion of territory or property

implies a deterritorialization of previous territories and peoples.
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Such territorial entities

as land, property and nation inherently possess a force of deterritorialization. Similarly,
people’s relations with territory are demonstrably highly fluid and deterritorialized.
Territory also forms a crucial area of investigation for this study, both in the notion of
spatial power that Michel Foucault identifies and in the fact that the desire for territory
was vital to the colonial expansion.26
Correspondingly important to their theory is the vision of deterritorialization’s
exemplification of the human social system. Social groups transform from relatively
isolated entities into socially-conditioned and amorphous multiplicities through
deterritorialization. Deleuze and Guattari maintain that no historical social system has
ever existed in exclusion that did not permeate its neighbours.27 This leads the authors to
argue that there is no history except the history of the aggregate majority, for no
minorities can escape deterritorialization or assimilation. However, this is not to suggest
that difference does not dominate the populace, for the sole way minorities can escape
history and the majority is through deterritorialization.28 Therefore, syncretic social
relations and resistance to hegemonic social codes demonstrate deterritorialization within
colonial expansion. This is critical to history since Deleuze and Guattari contend that
deterritorialization and attendant reterritorialization animate social relations.29
The two authors have a quite negative conception of the state, chiefly because of
its despotic need to dominate other forms of social relations.30 Deleuze and Guattari
believe that the state exists as an entity separated from the territory that it controls, an
ideological and transcendental entity above the immanent application of power that
organizes the whole.31 By disrupting and combining forms of territorial organization that
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existed before the nation-state, Deleuze and Guattari believe the polymorphic state serves
a regulatory function in controlling space, a perfect linkage to colonial relations between
the nation-state and the colony.
Another critical facet of Deleuze and Guattari’s theory is economic relationships.
This is evident when Deleuze sides with Louis Althusser’s structural Marxism and opines
that “the economic is the social dialectic itself.”32 Hence, Deleuze and Guattari see
capitalism as the epitome of deterritorialization.33 While capitalism is intrinsically
connected with the state, the evolution of private property is purported to have rendered
the state unnecessary as global capital now presents the decisive deterritorialization since
it does not require the presence of the state and the state does need capitalism. The state
also provides a moderating energy upon the superior deterritorialization of capitalism and
in doing so, bestows “compensatory reterritorializations” upon capitalism.34
Deterritorialization thus serves as the obliteration of plurality, and the homogenization of
space through capitalism.35 Similarly, capitalism is also the ultimate nomadic and
deterritorializing force, possessing no territorial boundaries and having its roots in crosscultural interaction. Deterritorialization allows the authors to reveal how capitalism
colonizes human desire by subsuming all needs under economics.36 The skilful balance
of radical change and reversion in relations between the society, state and capitalism has
significant potential for the study of the human interactions within colonialism.
Crucial to this investigation and to Deleuze and Guattari is the extension of
power, especially that of colonialism. The authors see empires mostly as abstract
“megamachines,” but differ from Foucault in seeing such power as infinitely contestable
and not at all unavoidable.37 The conquest of territory by this force necessitates the
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extension of deterritorialization through the combination of state and capitalist forces in a
violence-perpetuating system. It is also through deterritorialization that empires are able
to shift from their autochthonous territory to acquire new territory.

Likewise,

compensatory actions of reterritorialization are present in resistance to colonialism.
Unsurprising given the authors’ connection to empire, economics, the state,
society and territory, history also forms a considerable element of their thought. Though
Deleuze espouses the possibility that human nature could not be understood by history
and both authors rail against the “sedentary” vision of history, overall they appreciate
history and only suggest new approaches to historiography to correct difficulties.38 This
is evident in the vital role the authors give to “difference and repetition” and a universal
history where forces of desire and power shape society.39 By working toward a
“coexistence” of events instead of a “succession,” the historian can render “the history of
contingencies and encounters.”40 Concurrently, Deleuze and Guattari call upon historians
to investigate the social stratum and look to the deep structures that lie beneath.41
Some of Deleuze and Guattari’s visions of history appear excessively relativist or
to negate history. Yet their work is heavily informed by historiography and can even be
considered a historical investigation. Deleuze in particular argues the importance of
empirical knowledge to historical awareness.42 Their history is a highly unpredictable
and contingent history, but it is only degrees more contingent than the history written by
most academic historians. The authors clearly intend their ideas to be applied to
historical formations for they always seek to determine significant themes in human
interaction in the past, present and the future. In this context, their theory emerges as
another new species of the “intellectual history” that Elizabeth A. Clark sees as beneficial
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to the study of history.
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This is because Deleuze and Guattari’s schema questions

aspects of “traditional” history in a way that challenges historians to formulate new ways
of understanding the past without meta-narratives and definitive interpretations. The
desire of Deleuze and Guattari’s work, as well as this project, is thus not to establish a
radical new history but, as Robert Young states, to construct “a different framework” for
conceiving history.44
Deleuze states that their work was “philosophy, nothing but philosophy,” and this
has led many scholars to question the instrumentality of Deleuze and Guattari in historical
research.45 For example, Gayatri Spivak contends that Deleuze is excessively macrological
and incapable of interpreting the influence of colonialism.46

Additional charges of

essentialism, relativism and absurdity have also been levelled against the two writers by
their critics.47 But is there truth behind Jay Cantor’s and Manfred Frank’s assertion that
their “delirious” work holds no import for the scholar?48 Can Deleuze and Guattari’s
engagement with power’s macrostructures adequately relate to actual historical
investigation? In answer, this inquiry follows Noyes, Said and Alfred López who believe
that Deleuze and Guattari’s “mysteriously suggestive” works are more than purely
metaphysical excavations and can provide possibilities for the history of colonialism.49
How then does the theory of deterritorialization apply to the specific context of
German colonialism? The role of economics, and capitalism in particular, in the colonies
appears to be an area of significant applicability for deterritorialization. Through the
dislocation of traditional boundaries in favour of their redefinition with relation to the
demands of capital accumulation, territory is deterritorialized and stripped of its former
character and reterritorialized according to the requirements of colonial control.50 The

reciprocal

reterritorialization

means that

capitalism
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establishes boundaries and

territorialities that are conducive to the colonizers’ market. This view reveals the authors’
adherence to rather simplistic ideas of the exploitative metropolis and the exploited
periphery. Nevertheless, this notion represents yet another engagement with the issue of
capitalism’s role in the world system advanced by many scholars of colonialism and
capitalism.51
Deleuze and Guattari’s theories also pertain to the world history topic of
colonialism. Though colonialism does not figure in their work greatly, Deleuze and
Guattari do discuss colonialism in the context of hegemonic paradigms.52

The

comparison with their other theories also reveals how colonization can be an excellent
example of schizophrenic connection, as well as deterritorializing and rhizomatic
movement.

Trans-cultural interaction and transformation feature largely in both

deterritorialization and colonialism. As well, the increasing power of the economic
system in their idea of the state-capitalism relationship has obvious repercussions in
colonialism. Although Nicholas Thomas believes that “psychoanalytical” (by which he
means deconstructive) approaches to colonialism cannot bear fruit, the authors’ rejection
of the tools of orthodox psychoanalysis and literary deconstruction renders their theory an
adaptation of psychoanalysis that can more accurately render the colonial past.53 This is
because their sociological and heterogeneous psychoanalysis holds benefit for world
history in its research into the universal human condition.54
A crucial facet of colonial studies is the centre-periphery debate, focused upon
respective arguments over the driving force of colonial actions, either motivated by the
metropolis or by the periphery. In Deleuze and Guattari’s conception of the relationship,
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the deterritorializing flows travel from the centre to the periphery, then from the new
centre to the new periphery, falling back upon the old system later.55 This vision
prioritizes the periphery since the authors consider much decentralization to exist within
even the most centralized of social formations and empires because all power centres are
molecular, diffusive and dispersed. This study’s focus upon the shifting relations
between the centre and the periphery of colonialism will be heavily informed by Deleuze
and Guattari’s vision.
The administrative structures of colonial domination that linked the centre and
periphery are always of particular interest to scholars of imperialism. Deleuze and
Guattari’s emphasis upon organizational groupings can assist comprehension of the
German colonial bureaucratic system in both Berlin and the colonies. In their vision of
such systems, the authors see bureaucracies as powerful structural entities that subsume
and control popular desires. These ideas mirror Sartre’s idea of the “heavy machine” of
the colonial apparatus.56 Seeing the colonial bureaucracy as interconnected with many
aspects of society and thus, more complex than frequently suggested, Deleuze
particularly works against the narrow view of the instrumentality of institutions, declaring
that “utility does not explain the institution.”57

These ideas of a schizophrenic,

rhizomatic and deterritorialized administrative system will be of particular salience to the
investigation of the German state and its colonial policy.
Another beneficial element of deterritorialization is the theory’s ability to avoid
some of the major problems of world history, such as determining the appropriate breadth
of analysis. Deleuze and Guattari’s deterritorialization suggests an appropriate scope by
utilizing a combined vision of both the macro- and micro-levels of human interaction.
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Deterritorialization rejects focus upon individual conceptions for stress upon the human
and social objects in a manner reminiscent of Andre Gunder Frank’s research into the
“whole global context.”58 By focusing upon all of humanity, Deleuze and Guattari also
avoid the problems of definition and qualification that plague paradigms such as nations.
Similarly, deterritorialization deals well with the excessively large analytical categories
that conventional history finds difficult to capture and that world history requires.
Deterritorialization is accordingly well placed to render the “total history” of the Annales
School and Marxism that forms the basis of world history.59 Indeed, the entire notion of
deterritorialization renders elemental human nature and the multiplicity of historical
events at work across a plurality of temporal and spatial references in a highly synthetic
and holistic framework.
Yet their analysis is not a totalized approach to history. Deleuze and Guattari also
stress the individual phenomenon, event and theme.60 Deterritorialization, the rhizome
and nomadology all prioritize a singular entity within the structure. By stressing an
exemplar of a system, the authors skilfully connect the singular to the general. But no
society can exist in isolation, since deterritorialization and reterritorialization interact, and
through the parataxis of the rhizome, connect all entities with each other.61 Nor can one
entity be identified as static over time.

Therefore, Deleuze and Guattari reject

reductionism by contending that the human past contains a plurality of histories and
subsequently seek to convey the foremost themes.62 World history’s focus upon the
particular and the universal sometimes can do violence to either level of analysis, but
Deleuze and Guattari are able to synthesize both the individual and the aggregate.
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However, the simultaneous rejection of singularity and totalization in
deterritorialization leads logically to a charge of relativism on Deleuze and Guattari’s
part.63 This problem also plagues much literature in world history. The theory can
become excessively holistic and lose touch with empirical reality. Yet, the very nature of
their investigation requires a broad and to some extent relative analysis. Therefore, it is a
relativism subject to the limits and degrees of deterritorialization and this is precisely
what permits its application in a range of contexts in history.64
Looking at historical change across cultures and through vast sweeps of time
sometimes leads world historians to write mechanistic histories. This is particularly
relevant to colonial histories where historical events can often seem pre-destined by
European impositions, whether economic or social. Deleuze and Guattari avoid the
nomothetic fallacy identified by Immanuel Wallerstein by maintaining that no principles
govern social relations other than the cycle of deterritorialization and
reterritorialization.65

Nor do they commit an idiographic error by stressing the

determining factor of the uniqueness of specific historical phenomena.66

Some

determinism is evident in the idea of the eternal repetition of history, but this repetition
includes a transformation, so complete repetition is impossible. Yet the authors’ relativist
stance does not include an attack upon causality in history. Deleuze believes that ideas
do flow naturally from one to another, which demonstrates his belief in causal
relationships.67 Deterritorialization is therefore a contingent analysis, looking at the most
fundamental of human interactions without positing determinist relations in history.
Deterministic or excessively causal histories are problematic in removing agency
from historical actors. This is particularly significant in colonial studies as Eurocentric
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historiography has traditionally removed the agency of colonial natives. But Deleuze and
Guattari warn that excessive focus upon the human figure in history can obscure the
forces of history that restrain the human. This contention obviously belies the structural
dynamic of their theory as well as casting doubt on the place of human agency in their
conception.68 Yet the authors attempt at all junctures to eschew “micro-fascisms” and all
dominating forces that oppress the individual.69 This is because human agency and
society determine the nature and degree of the deterritorializations. Colonial agency can
be abrogated within structuralist conceptions like deterritorialization, as Mahmoud
Mamdani argues, but sufficient human agency is retained within deterritorialization.70
The authors have a comparable applicability in both world history and
postcolonial studies.71 Deleuze and Guattari best parallel postcolonial writing in their
stress upon difference. Russell Berman’s, Homi Bhabha’s, Guha’s and Thomas’ focus
upon the hybrid and transgressive nature of colonial experience in representing the
culturally diverse mirror Deleuze and Guattari’s ideas of heterogeneity.72 Thomas’
argument that colonialism cannot be seen as wholly destructive to either colonizers or
colonized is also very similar to the two authors’ ideas.73 This is not to minimize the
appreciable horror of colonial conquest but merely to present the idea that positive and
negative, good and bad both flowed and ebbed in the colonies. As well, the perpetual
spatial transformation of the deterritorialized colonial subject works in complete
opposition to the “fixity” that Bhabha identifies in traditional colonialist discourse.74
Finally, it is the process of negotiation between deterritorialization and reterritorialization
that most mimics Bhabha’s notions of hybridity and ambiguity in colonial
representation.75 The similarities between work in postcolonial studies and the two
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authors’ work indicate that Deleuze and Guattari’s theory is another way that space can
be opened which is tolerant of difference without totalizing the diversity of elements
present.
Deleuze and Guattari’s perspective parallels, but also moves beyond, the
approaches to historical writing taken by many authors in postcolonial studies. The
authors facilitate a more nuanced understanding of the complexities of power relations
within the relationship between colonizer and colonized. Their theory can also apply to
multiple manifestations of colonial power, in realms as diverse as economics, politics,
society and culture. Additionally, Deleuze and Guattari examine broader sweeps of
history and can consequently introduce a more diachronic discussion to colonial studies.
Finally, the authors’ theories of schizoanalysis, rhizomatics, nomadology, and
deterritorialization provide a vast array of strategies for the study of the relations within
colonialism.
Though not without its problems, Deleuze and Guattari’s application of
poststructuralism to cross-cultural relations indicates some ways of escaping the traps of
nominalism, totalization, relativism, and determinism in history and consequently
represents an innovative way to examine human interaction.76 The authors’ formulation
also brings an expanded awareness of difference to history that is frequently not evident
in older histories; through this, as Noyes, Said, Paul Patton and John Protevi indicate,
deterritorialization can supply new points of view for investigation of colonialism.77
Even with regard to newer histories, Deleuze and Guattari’s theory brings an awareness
of heterogeneity, broad representation and power that is not often evident in holistic
frameworks. Therefore, Deleuze and Guattari’s ideas illustrate possible resolutions to the
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problems of colonial history, but also serve as a caution about some of the dangers of the
writing of comprehensive history.
Echoing Thomas’ belief that only the specific inquiry can reveal the general, this
study focuses upon the German African colonies in order to represent one facet of
colonialism, yet shed light on the multiple articulations of the power dynamics of
colonialism.78 With regard to the perspective of this analysis, the descriptive dimensions
of Deleuze and Guattari’s work will be manifest in the application of deterritorialization
to the theme of expansion in the German African colonies. In this manner, the very
elements of German colonialism can be deterritorialized from their context and given
new voice through Deleuze and Guattari’s theories. By applying these theories to this
historical issue, while emphasizing change throughout history, this project is also an
attempt to refute Deleuze and Guattari’s claim that “history is always written from a
sedentary point of view.”79 This refutation in the shape of historical exploration will be
evident in the next chapter’s examination of the shifting relations between Germany and
Africa in the social and cultural manifestations of colonial expansion.
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Chapter 2
The preceding chapter sets an ambitious goal for this inquiry, at once to
investigate the expansive path of German colonialism and to keep the visions of
deterritorialization and reterritorialization in mind. This complexity means that this study
must first analyse significant historical elements and then link these phenomena to the
deterritorialization of Deleuze and Guattari. A brief examination of the four main themes
of German colonial expansion will introduce the more complex elements subsumed under
these larger topics. This chapter engages with the social and the cultural manifestations
of the colonial experience, while the subsequent chapter examines the commercial and
the political. By organizing the themes in such a manner, the vividly rhizomatic,
nomadologic and schizoanalytic connections between these broader categories and their
sub-fields can be illustrated. The point of departure is the social dimension of expansion.
The cultural field follows since it is the site of the interactions and expressions of the
social formation. The highly syncretic relations that ground the next chapter will be
located in the ways in which society and culture interacted to shape German colonial
expansion.

The Social Aspects of Colonial Expansionism
Contrary to both Helmuth Stoecker’s argument that Germany’s colonies had
virtually no social significance and Taylor's belief that German public opinion exercised
little influence over policy-making in government, this analysis asserts that the social
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represented a vital dynamic within German expansionism. From the very beginning of
1

the expansion and the conquest of Angra Pequeña, much interest in colonialism was
aroused in the German press and German society.2 In fact there is much to support
Wehler’s argument that German imperialism was unique amongst imperialisms because
of the relative importance of its social dimension.3

By examining the various

manifestations of the social through domestic relations, constructions of social difference,
interactions between societies, the role of women, labour, social organizations, and the
initiatives of these social organizations, it is evident that social groupings both within
Germany and in the colonies played a vital role in the history of German colonial
expansion. Yet this is not to fix a concrete conception of either, for both German and
African societies represented heterogeneous and evolving societies, as the history of
German colonialism in Africa poignantly demonstrates.4
At the very beginning of the conquest, some elites in Germany advocated
colonialism as a strategy to distract the population from domestic social problems, an
early “social imperialism” argument. Many agreed with the arch-conservative Treitschke
that an interventionist colonial policy would displace tensions within the metropolis to
the colonial periphery. But this palliative benefit of colonialism was not realized, for the
colonies never provided a rallying point for the German population. One aspect of this
desire for social pacification was the physical transfer of “excess” or “disruptive”
Germans to the colonies. As a whole however, the settlement of Africa was a dismal
failure, amounting to little more than ten thousand emigrants over thirty years.
Additionally, instead of transporting reform-minded citizens to the colonies as
conservatives hoped, the settling of the colonies was mostly accomplished by
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moderately-wealthy bourgeois citizens who could afford the cost of relocating to Africa.
Nevertheless, the DKG called for “[f]ewer proletarians, more colonists” in 1907, arguing
that while emigration to Africa was desperately low, it was still important to demand
“appropriate” settlers.5 For this and other reasons, the “social imperialism” thesis may
have been a contemporary argument but was certainly not realized. Therefore the desire
to displace domestic pressures toward colonialism can be seen as a deterritorialization of
contemporary social norms by seeking to change German society. Concurrently,
reterritorialization is evident in that the deterritorialization was impeded and the prospect
of further domestic reform was strengthened by the inability of Germany to displace
desires for reform to its colonies. This form of deterritorialization as the articulation of
the dominant discourse and reterritorialization as the subversion of this desire is a
frequent theme within the social field.
All levels of German society were the target of much of the colonial propaganda
and the rationales advanced for colonial expansion. The government particularly used
the social and economic improvement of German society as a justification for expansion.
Stoecker and Richard Weikart recognize the strong component of eugenics, biological
racism and Social Darwinism within German propaganda in favour of the expansion of
the colonies.6 During the colonial revolts, the violent and racist character of the
propaganda campaigns intensified.7 No longer were economics primary to propaganda,
but social improvement and control became the principal motivations for colonial
expansion. The propaganda had an economic dimension as well, for the head of the K-A
declared before the Reichstag that the chief benefit of colonies was that they were cheap
and would accrue profits.8 In this manner, propaganda represented the deterritorialization
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of economic, social and political interests in colonial expansion. When expansionists
sought to create interest throughout German society through propaganda, they hinted at
some of the propelling forces of colonialism by stressing certain aspects of colonial
expansion.
At the beginning, German colonists sought to displace African values in favour of
German social structures. As Mannoni observes, the social dimension of colonialism is
vital to understanding colonial relations, for colonist populations brought their own
prejudices to the colony and tried to impose them on indigenous peoples.9 Germans
sought to establish what Zimmerer identifies as a Herrschaftsutopie (utopia of
domination) in their colonies where German social, political, cultural and economic
codes would be paramount.10 This was an attempt by the colonizers to remake African
society in a German image.11 German attempts to destroy the social existence of the
Herero tribe after their 1904 revolt, by taking their land and their cattle, is clearly
indicative of this desire. Government endeavours to confine nomadic groups to sedentary
reservations and to establish European economic relationships over traditional barter
trade networks also display this desire to Germanize African society. Native social
orders were also stratified in European terms to reflect German administrative desires.
Noyes’ argument that the nomad represents the contrary of empire is illustrated in the
German efforts to force African nomad society to conform to German social, political,
economic and cultural norms that would position them within colonial power.12 As well,
the efforts of government agents and missionaries to establish Deutschtum (German-ness)
in African society clearly testify to the German colonial practice of reterritorializing
difference and deterritorialization in African society.
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Though Germany strove to establish difference between its citizens and the
“peoples” of its colonies through ideas of Deutschtum, this bifurcation shifted to a certain
syncretism over time.13 The tiny proportion of Germans in the colonies mandated a close
relationship with indigenous peoples, since German rule could not survive without the
acceptance of local social groups. African cooperation necessarily contributed to colonial
administration at all levels except the highest, for German control depended upon
connections with friendly African chiefs, akidas (native functionaries), interpreters and
traders.14 Without this cooperation, German recourse was only to the firearm, and this
policy could not be maintained eternally. Because of this, German colonists and
bureaucrats came to realize the necessity of maintaining existing colonial social orders.
This realization obviously contradicted German desires for a Herrschaftsutopie that
clearly demarcated German and African identity. Flatly contradicting German control
fantasies, the 1905 Maji Maji revolt in East Africa led administrators to work towards the
minimization of social disruption in order to maintain the colonial economy. The early
desire to remake the colonies in the image of the Reich was moderated by the sheer
impossibility of the task. Therefore, German society paradoxically consolidated itself by
identifying a colonial “other,” yet also sought to establish African society as a mirror of
the German while simultaneously negotiating colonial difference in practice. This effort
to repress African difference in order to secure the German control of Africa represents
the deterritorialization of German social codes in the African context. The unfeasibility
of the attempt suggests the reterritorialization of both the German and African situation.
These desires also indicate how deterritorialization and reterritorialization can reveal
structural dynamics underneath change in the colonies.
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There was great potential for societal change in the African context as a
consequence of German colonialism. But in examining African social groupings, one
must always be aware of the danger of hypostatizing an essentialist African that elides the
autochthonous foundations of the groups in rhizomatic and heterogeneous familial, tribal
and trading connections.

Therefore, the search for the deterritorializations and

reterritorializations in the African social grouping echoes what Jean-François Bayart has
called the “indissoluble” connections between external and internal dynamics.15 It is
consequently important to realize that many of the African tribes experiencing
Germanization were already deeply penetrated by European values, like the Khoikhoi
people of Southwest Africa who spoke Dutch, practiced Christianity and followed
European social codes. It was mostly incidents of native resistance to German efforts
that caused substantial transformations in native societies. The 1904 revolt can be seen
as the result of the traditional African social structure’s conflict with the imposed German
social order.16 After the revolt, the Herero were completely destroyed as a social group
when survivors were either incarcerated or put to work laying railroads. Yet, African
groups often exploited German influence to further their own interests. One example of
this was the army agent Paul Samba who faithfully assisted German colonialism until
leading the 1898 Bulu revolt against his former masters.17 Traditional tribal enemies
would often collaborate against the Germans, or ally with the Germans to defeat political
competitors. In addition, certain sectors of tribal society exploited German weakness and
established new power for themselves in society thanks to the power dynamics of
colonial expansion. Hendrik Witbooi solidified his political and social position as chief
of the Nama because of his early assistance to German colonialism, and later used his
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strength to revolt against the Germans.
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The chief who led the Herero against the

Germans first came to social and political power above his rivals by gaining German
support through his temporarily accommodationist policy.19 Nonetheless, the intrusion of
Germany into new territories always resulted in forced adaptation on the part of the
African peoples as a way to accommodate and moderate the difference between cultures.
Within the broader field of social interaction, the role of women was significant in
both colonialism and the pro-colonial social organizations such as the Frauenbund
(Womens’ League) of the DKG which was loud in demanding the preservation of the
Deutschtum of the colonies.20 For instance, in 1905 some of the women of the league
toured German cities in very lady-like Schutztruppe (“protective troops”) uniforms in an
effort to raise awareness and funds for the repression of the Herero revolt.21 The league
was also particularly vocal in encouraging settlement to the colony most suited to the
German family, Southwest Africa; and sent more than five hundred single women to the
colonies between 1897 and 1907. Much like the conservative nationalists who wished to
create an idyllic German community in the colonies, the women of the Frauenbund
wished to deterritorialize a vision of German-ness in the colonies which opposed changes
underway in German society.

Through such deterritorializations, the colonizers

constructed themselves through the fabrication of the colonial social order.
Another issue within women’s role in colonial society is that of the potent
combination of race and sexuality. Friederike Eigler, Lora Wildenthal and Helmut
Walser Smith show how reported instances of miscegenation in the colonies provoked
great debates over race and sexuality.22 Social-Darwinist worries of racial mixing
became a topic of Reichstag and public debate. Unsurprisingly, organizations like the
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Frauenbund were vehemently opposed to the mixing of races and racial dilution in the
colonies.23

But colonial reterritorializations of gender and society frustrated the

deterritorialization of German norms of racial purity and Herrschaftsutopie. Of particular
interest is the passing of many racial laws during the 1904-1905 Herero revolt.24 More
ironic is the fact that the war was in part brought on by the rapes of prominent Herero
women by German settlers.25 The challenge to German authority posed by both the war
and miscegenation seemed to require a reterritorialization in the shape of racial and
sexual definition through the establishment of racial and sexual difference in the colonies.
But what is remarkable is that this difference was only established at the colonial level,
for the highest colonial courts in Berlin refused to legislate exactly what constituted
German, native and mixed race. Here was another example of the oft-ignored separation
of opinion between Germans in the metropole and in the colony.
Overall, such efforts to establish Deutschtum in the colonies were stymied by
local realities that worked in favour of syncretic mixings of German and African social
codes. This sexual syncretism was evident in the efforts of male colonists to meld
German racial norms with African acceptance of polygamy and mixed-blood marriages.26
Thus men incorporated selective elements of both German and African racial and sexual
codes. Deterritorialization and reterritorialization become evident in this linkage between
internal and external dynamics as well as the fact that colonial practice challenged
supposedly “Germanic” social and cultural standards.
A more specific component of society, the employment of people by colonial
companies, shows how various social units were imbricated in the colonial economy.
Given economic necessities and the small German population, native labour became a
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vital part of colonialism.
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Labour law was enshrined as early as 1896 in East Africa and

colonial administrators continually strove to retain and control the indigenous labour
force.28 This utilization of labour meant subversion of two of the “3 Cs” of colonization,
since Christianity and civilization were often forgotten in favour of integrating the
colonized into the resource extraction of the colonial economy. Similarly, labour
relations within Germany were altered by colonial expansion as well as the brutal
exploitation of colonial labour.29

Gerda Weinberger considers German workers’

concerns to be intrinsically connected to colonial labour.30 As employment in German
enterprises became moderately “globalized,” there were demands both in Germany by
workers and leftist political parties, and by colonial administrators for equal treatment of
colonial labour.31 When capital and labour were deterritorialized in the colonies, forces
in both Germany and Africa reacted to bring about a reterritorialization of this labour.
Organized labour provides an example of one of the many social organizations
that are a key location of social identity. Such organizations, both large and small, were
significant in Germany’s colonial expansion, playing roles in support of and in opposition
to the expansion as well as providing voices for Germans and Africans. Discussions over
colonial issues served to highlight tensions both within and between social formations
such as the missionary societies and colonial organizations in Germany and therefore
provide excellent tools for an examination of German society.
German missionary organizations like the Rhenish Mission predated and prepared
the way for the colonial expansion by establishing a German presence in Africa. They
continued to play a central role in the consolidation of German control where
missionaries frequently educated indigenous peoples in German religion, culture,
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medicine, social organization and moral beliefs.
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By introducing German social values

to African communities, missionaries functioned as a colonial avant-garde, diffusing
German ideas into African societies and paving the way for future assimilation. In this
respect, missionaries’ efforts were especially effective in targeting the tribal elites for
integration into the structure of German colonial rule.
The connections between missionary organizations and the German government
are well-documented. Under the auspices of the missions, German schools were
established in all four of the African colonies. The missions and their schools performed
a vital service to the German state by reinforcing German values.33 Colonial labour
policy and businesses in general received vital assistance from Germany’s pastors who
inculcated the Protestant work ethic in Africa’s people. The Catholic Germania attacked
this open collusion between the government and the missionaries through which
Protestantism was overtly favoured in the colonies.34

It was obvious that it was

government acceptance that permitted missionaries to proselytize in Africa and that the
missionary organizations had to court government favour in order to survive.
Government efforts were obviously successful, for tribal leaders like Hendrik Witbooi of
the Nama tribe threw out missionaries who refused to preach the “Kaiser’s gospel.” For
this reason, Horst Drechsler, Jeremy Silvester and Jan-Bart Gewald explicitly connect the
missionary with German colonial expansion by naming him the “advance agent of
German control.”35
Yet the German missionary organizations did not always act in the state’s best
interests. Nils Ole Oermann questions Drechsler, Silvester and Gewald by providing a
more-nuanced investigation and concluding that missions played an important part in
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conveying German political, social and cultural goals but that their overall support for
expansion was marked by heterogeneity.36 For example, from as early as 1894 colonial
administrators complained to the K-A about how German missionaries were interfering
in political affairs.37 But the very fact that colonial bureaucrats expected missionaries to
be compliant transmitters of German policy is a statement in itself. Therefore, the
deterritorialization of German interests in Africa met not only opposition from the
peoples of colonial Africa, but also from Germans themselves who questioned the
government dictation of missionary objectives. This variation indicates an occasional
problem of definition within deterritorialization, since missions were subject to many
tensions that render understanding the interchange of deterritorialization and
reterritorialization somewhat difficult. Missionary activities nonetheless are understood
by emphasizing specific and plural articulations of such social organizations.
Missionary organizations were closely linked to the campaigns against some of
the perceived “evils” of African social life. These campaigns often had obvious public
support; for example, one lottery in support of missionary and DKG efforts against the
slave trade garnered 2.1 million marks in 1891.38 Additionally, missionaries traveled
throughout the German territories, preaching against the liquor and firearm trade, and
labouring to suppress aspects of traditional African social life such as polygamy,
animism, sacrifice and tribal social structure. But the largest missionary campaign was
against the slave trade. The crusade provided a vital source of funding for the missionary
groups who in their anti-slavery speech tours always stressed the “Christian mission” to
be accomplished in Africa.39 A particularly illustrative story derives from an 1892-1894
military expedition to central Africa to suppress the slave trade. The voyage was funded
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by the K-A, the Admiralität, and the German Anti-Slavery Committee, a collaboration
between the DKG and some missionary societies. In 1894, complaints started to surface
about the expedition’s leader Wilhelm Langheld. It was alleged that efforts to curb the
trade in human beings were being counteracted by Langheld’s invasion of foreign
colonies, abuse of natives and acquisition of slaves. The government was eventually
forced to recall Langheld’s expedition in embarrassment.40
While Langheld’s expedition is just a single case, the example is illustrative of the
anti-slavery campaigns designed not only to root out the slave trade, but also to open up
previously undiscovered territory to German commerce. The Anti-Slavery Committee
was only moderately philanthropic in its efforts. Besides paving the way for further
expansion, the committee funded such expeditions in order to garner interest in
colonialism, raise money for other ventures and enhance the prestige of the German
colonies. In relation to the interactions of deterritorialization, Langheld’s expedition was
a social deterritorialization of the European suppression of the slave trade practiced by
African “savages.” But the financial incentives of the slave trade proved too lucrative for
Langheld; consequently his trading and raiding for slaves became a reterritorialization of
the expedition’s mission. European “civilizing” impulses were hence blocked by local
reterritorializations when the economic benefits of slavery became apparent. As well, the
colonial government itself considered quasi-slavery to be necessary to the welfare of the
natives and the colonies themselves.41 In this manner, the desires of the German
population were subverted by German officials in the colonies who identified the
imperative of this labour system for colonial survival.
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Vitally linked to the missionary societies, yet indicative of the energies impelling
German colonialism as a whole, was the DKG.42 The society was founded in 1887 as an
agent of propaganda for the cause of German colonialism. The DKG was to exert heavy
pressure upon government, colonial policy and German expansion in the colonies more
generally.

The society’s membership were overwhelmingly petit-bourgeois and

bourgeois nationalists who Richard Pierard calls “colonial romantics,” wishing a greater
place for Germany in colonialism and a larger place for colonialism within German
domestic and international affairs.43

The primary goals of the society were the

development of colonial profits, the acquisition of territory and the settlement of German
migrants.44 The DKG constantly lobbied in support of greater German penetration of the
continent, while stressing the great ease of expansion and the strategic benefits of
additional territory.45

Another focus of the society was advocacy for colonial

explorations predicated upon revealing the wealth of the colonies to the German
population.46
The ties between the DKG and the German government were well-known and
have led many historians to identify a conspiracy between the society and the imperial
government.47 There is some truth to this, for the society had close links to the
Chancellor, Admiralität, AA, and obviously very close ties to the K-A and RKA.48 The
society was instrumental in connecting government with commerce and vice versa, as in
their efforts to gain government acceptance of a steamship line between Germany and
Zanzibar.

After the line was established, the DKG established prices for the

transportation of essential goods in addition to determining the levels of customs tolls.49
The society even acted as a de facto government in some contexts, such as when the
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society actually facilitated treaties with local indigenous leaders on behalf of the German
government. The DKG also played a role in domestic politics, lobbying in support of an
interventionist government policy. For example, the society supported the government
during the 1906 dissolution of the Reichstag over colonial scandals. The group
considered the opportunity “unusually favourable” for the election of more coloniallyminded legislators, given that colonialism would influence the election significantly.50
By backing expansionist politicians, the DKG helped the government gain stronger
support in the Reichstag. Subsequently, the DKG contributed to a more right-wing and
nationalist Reichstag in 1906.
The DKG and its links to the government also assisted Germany’s commercial
businesses. The society was active in the promotion of German products in the colonies
and encouraged domestic purchase of farm, plantation and mining products from
Africa.51 The lack of financial success in the colonies motivated the DKG to try to
stimulate ever-larger markets for colonial goods.52 This was accomplished by educating
the population about German-African wares through colonial exhibitions and
publications.
The propaganda efforts of the DKG highlight the reciprocations within
deterritorialization.

The DKG provides an example of the deterritorialization of

monopoly capital through social organizations. Stymied by perceived government
hesitation, commercial and nationalist groups coalesced into such organizations in order
to advance the economic and patriotic interests of colonialism. The DKG’s lobbying, its
propaganda, its stoutly nationalistic telegraph address of “Mutterland” and its
commercial focus denoted the flow of nationalistic and commercial desires from
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Germany to new articulations in Germany and in the colony. But the ultimate failure of
the DKG’s expansionist, commercial and settlement advocacy indicates how German and
African circumstances acted as reterritorializations of expansionist dreams.
The society was additionally a potent force of deterritorialization in Africa. The
DKG was sometimes pushed to rash action in the colonies when it thought its interests
were threatened. The chaotic acquisition and confiscation of territory in East Africa by
the DKG’s subsidiary, the Deutsche-Ostafrikanische Gesellschaft (hereafter DOAG), was
to some extent responsible for the 1888 revolt of Sultan Said Khalifa.53 As a result of the
rebellion, chaos ruled: German trade was wrecked, property was destroyed and many
German traders, missionaries and settlers fled the colony. The DOAG was so focused
upon territorial acquisition that it very nearly precluded the possibility of any German
territorial control by provoking the unrest. In this case, the commercial and national
goals of the society formed the deterritorialization of German colonial desires while the
refutation of these aims through the unrest disclosed the African reterritorialization.
Second in social importance to the DKG was the Pan-German League. The
league was formed in 1893 as a lobby group for German nationalism and aggressive
territorial expansion. The Pan-Germans were highly active in the colonial propaganda
arena as it was seen as a prestigious demonstration of German power. Roger Chickering
paints the league as extremists driven by “conspiratorial and exaggerated apprehensions”
of foreign dominance and German racial extinction.54 This led them to vociferously
demand German “living space” through enlarged colonial possessions and strengthened
colonial military power.55 For this reason, the league cultivated close connections to
government offices like the K-A and RKA.
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But the Pan-Germans’ relationship with the government was never as placid as
that between the DKG and the Reich. This contests the connection between the DKG,
Pan-Germans and the government drawn by Arendt and Schröder.56 The groups’
frequent opposition to the supposed weakness of government colonial policy indicates
that their nationalist demands were not considered to have been met. As well, the PanGermans did not have as close a relationship to business as the DKG. Chickering
dismisses the arguments of Dieter Fricke, Kuczynski and Hallgarten in favour of the
underwriting of the league by monopoly capital, finding instead that the organization was
represented by only a narrow part of the bourgeoisie without great financial support.57
Overall, both of the groups represented a small, but loud, lobby for colonial expansion.
The influence of the league was mostly manifest in German society rather than
the colonies; as such it illustrated deterritorializations of the interior. After the revolts of
the early twentieth century, the Pan-Germans were especially loud in demanding
punishment of the African rebels. The Pan-Germans were thereby somewhat responsible
for bringing the vicious racism of the colonies home from Africa to be applied to the
domestic situation.58 By viewing the world in racially oppositional terms and demanding
action to secure Germany’s dominance, the league performed a reterritorialization upon
German society after the deterritorialization of the colonial revolts by stressing militarism
and aggression against foreign enemies. In this manner, German social conditions were
altered as a result of German and African encounters, as Bechhaus-Gerst and KleinArendt argue.59
The analysis of the major social organizations linked to colonial expansion allows
several conclusions to be drawn. By working to extend German power, settlement and
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commerce in the African colonies, social organizations like the DKG and Pan-Germans
cemented close contacts due to the confluence of their interests. Through this union, a
colonial lobby was established when a section of bourgeois German society separated and
deterritorialized from the German population. The hesitation of the majority of the
German population that these groups found themselves opposing can be seen as the
concomitant reterritorialization and indicates the developing fissures in German society
over the colonial extension. The conception of deterritorialization encourages the
uncovering of the motivations for these deterritorializations and reterritorializations,
which in this case were clashing visions of the future of German society. The PanGermans and DKG sought to create a Germanic utopia in the colonies, where patriotism,
economic success and traditional social norms were enshrined. Others in German society
resisted these desires, often in the interests of German domestic welfare.
To sway the population towards a pro-colonial stance, the colonial groups relied
upon propaganda, mostly the popular journal. The aforementioned social organizations
all had official organs that propounded colonialism, such as the Kolonial Zeitung,
Alldeutsche Blätter, Die Flotte and the Organ des Zentralvereine für Handelsgeographie
und Förderung Deutscher Interessen im Auslande. Even the newspapers of the
respective colonies worked with the obvious object of stirring German domestic support
for colonial expansion.60 Alongside this advocacy, many newspapers promoted the
requirement of a colonial policy that reflected the commercial and national necessity of
colonies. The Allgemeine Zeitung declared that “eine Kolonialpolitik ist . . . nur dann
patriotisch, wenn sie rentabel ist.”61 This statement perfectly demonstrates the conflation
of the political and the national with the commercial and the colonial.
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Nonetheless, not all German papers were wholly in support of the government’s
colonial policy.62 For instance, when the Zelewski expedition of 1891 was defeated by a
native uprising, the Berliner Tageblatt determined the K-A’s native policy to have been
the cause of the unrest and the deaths of Germans.63 But in a more comprehensive
picture, continual support came from the colonialist organs, augmented by occasional
support during times of crisis from the conservative press, and later criticisms of the
abuses of the government’s colonial policy by many popular journals across the political
spectrum. In this respect, the primary deterritorializing forces appear to be the efforts of
the colonial lobby which sought to shift public opinion with their propaganda but were
countered by the reterritorializations of the German public who resisted and ignored the
efforts of the propagandists. This in turn reveals what little support colonial expansion
enjoyed in the German populace.
To aid the efforts of these social groups, the imperial government was not afraid
of overtly advocating in favour of colonial growth. In addition to allowing free reign to
favourable newspaper coverage of colonial issues, the government under Bismarck and
Wilhelm II worked to inform Germany society and the Reichstag of the benefits that
could accrue from increased colonial involvement.64 State Secretary Dernburg gave
public lectures stressing the importance of colonial business and calling for public
support of increased involvement in Africa. This government propaganda is significant
because it wove government policy together with social, economic and political
objectives. This advocacy was a reciprocal reaction to both exogenous and endogenous
pressures, for it was an effort by Germans to create domestic support for colonial
adventures that in turn was predicated upon more public support for colonialism.
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In examining the different manifestations of social deterritorialization through the
analysis of social change, relations between social formations, organizations and
initiatives of these formations, several conclusions are immediately obvious. Interactions
between Germans and Africans were highly reciprocal and cannot be explained by either
central or peripheral interpretations. Similarly, monocausal explanations cannot explain
how African and German social values were deterritorialized from their contexts into
foreign situations. Deterritorializations are primarily rooted in the transmission of
German social codes into the African context and vice versa, but an interesting dynamic
is the transformation of German ideas by contrary domestic pressures that shaped,
transformed and sometimes blocked the deterritorializations of the colonial centre. The
diverse foundations of social support for and resistance to colonialism and the highly
syncretic relations that influenced the expansion testify to the importance of social forces
in German colonialism.

The Cultural Aspects of Colonial Expansionism
As the study of the social relations of colonial expansion reveals how social
formations relate, interpret and transmit ideas, the study of cultural aspects illustrates the
actual expression of these notions. The vivid linkages between the social, economic,
political and cultural demonstrate how culture is imbricated in, yet symbolic of, all of the
other spheres discussed in this inquiry. Although the social, political and economic
themes are permeated by the cultural, this examination seeks to regard cultural objects as
historically located and to avoid reification of objects with the aim of uncovering

discourses surrounding cultural artifacts.
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Focus upon culture does not argue for a

hypostatized vision of a cultural entity, only that the history of colonial expansion can be
conceived through cultural articulations. The choice of what to include as cultural
manifestations is based upon a phenomenon’s ability to highlight the power relations and
tensions of this time. Through these representative, though admittedly Eurocentric,
cultural expressions, this study advances a cultural Alltagsgeschichte that transcends
literal interpretations of art, music and expression in favour of a history of everyday
cultural experience. This attempts to move beyond the recent cultural histories of
colonialism that do not embrace the whole African and German context.66
In the context of cultural manifestations, deterritorialization will be defined as an
articulation of the dominant cultural tropes and the subsequent reterritorializations as
subversions of these dominant voices. Unfortunately, these deterritorializations will be
primarily based in the transmission of European cultural imaginaries of Africa.
Reterritorializations will be located in both German and African efforts to re-establish
and segregate traditional cultural symbols. Examining colonialism through this power
dynamic will also portray the diverse and pervasive nature of the power relationships
within cultural colonialism. The novel manner of representing difference in German and
African representations of self and other will similarly highlight the action-reaction
continuum of deterritorialization.
Analysis of German cultural symbols of the African expansion begins with the
dissection of urban structures relating to colonialism. The most obvious example of this
colonial architecture is the 1898 Deutsches Kolonialmuseum. The museum was designed
to display the missionary work, trade, literature, history, culture and everyday life of the

German colonies.
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Particular focus was given to advertising colonial products designed

for the German domestic market.68 A clear indication of the propagandistic focus of the
museum was the layout, which included import and export rooms, life-size
representations of village life, Schutztruppe battle scenes, and an exhibition of missionary
activities.69 The contemporary inclination towards colonial exotica meant that the
museum soon became a popular destination for Germans of all classes.
Other important colonial-themed structures included the 1891 Berlin tropical
greenhouses, the 1903 Africa-Haus of the DKG and the 1911 Kolonialhaus. The
Kolonialhaus featured minarets, Ottoman domes, lions, elephants and African warriors on
its façade. The building featured a wealth of exotic products and technologies, combined
with overtly pro-interventionist colonial propaganda. The buildings of the colonial
organizations in Dresden, Kassel, Leipzig and Wiesbaden similarly carried forward these
same expressions of Africa-in-Germany and Germany-in-Africa. The appropriation of
African motifs in German culture is interesting not just because of the creation of
difference between Africa and Germany, but also because of the harmonization of
elements of both in the cultural syncretism of the buildings.

Reciprocally, the

construction of oppressive and patently alien German buildings in the colonies stressed
the solidity of German rule and power. In the colonies, churches, traders’ houses and
government buildings were built to impress indigenous peoples and to provide places of
redoubt.

In both situations, such structures functioned as cultural symbols of

predominant social, economic and political themes in the metropole and the colony.
Other constructions also exhibited the same themes as the colonially-oriented
buildings. Temporary exhibitions were held throughout Germany that sought to contrast
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the civilization of the Germans with the “exotic” nature of their colonial wards. The
DKG-sponsored 1896 Colonial- and Transvaal-Exhibition was a major attraction,
bringing more than two million visitors to Berlin in seven months and showcasing the
people, art, technology and products of colonial Africa.70

It is of note that this

construction of an Afro-German culture implied direct violence to Africa as many of the
Africans exhibited in the Berlin zoo cages at the exhibitions had been forcibly removed
from their homes. Other representations of Africa-in-Germany and Germany-in-Africa
were the statues and memorials built to reflect colonial themes. These can be linked to
expansion, for many had the explicit purpose of advancing the cause of colonial
intervention. The DKG made obvious efforts by erecting memorials scattered throughout
Germany stressing “Friendship” between Africans and Germans in addition to the
exertions of colonialism.71 For example, the society planned to build a replica East
African station in a Berlin suburb to demonstrate the travails and exoticism of colonial
life.72 For the purposes of memory and propaganda, commemorative plaques were
erected for the fallen soldiers and veterans of African wars.73 Reciprocally, statues of
Bismarck, the explorer Carl Peters and others were erected in various colonial towns to
display German remembrance and power. These sites of colonial memory altered the
cultural landscape of Germany and Africa. Such cultural negotiations of difference and
the interactions between Germany and Africa relate deterritorialization and
reterritorialization to the motives and discourses underpinning German appropriations of
Africa. Obvious desires to transform German public opinion by introducing an idealized
vision of the colonies and consequently gaining public support for expansionism
underline the social, economic and political content of these cultural expressions.
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Broader cultural production in Germany was similarly inflected by the colonial
experience. In 1908, the composer Walter Kollo wrote Das kleine Niggergirl, a music
hall ballad that dove into the contemporary political debate on racial miscegenation by
revelling in the transgressive sexual proprieties of the colonies.74

Exhibitions of

paintings of colonial scenes involving punitive raids and meetings between German and
African leaders were also in vogue during the colonial period. Pictures such as these
adorned advertisements, postcards, popular journals and syndicated art throughout the
period.75 Some artists journeyed to Africa to capture the essence of their subjects and
brought an awareness of African artistic styles back to Germany. In this vein, the work
of Ernst-Ludwig Kirchner had substantial impact upon contemporary art.76 Similarly,
voyages to Africa by pioneers of Germany’s budding film industry introduced African
motifs to German cinema.77 Additionally, propaganda by the “colonial academics” such
as Max Weber, Hans Delbrück, Werner Sombart and Gustav von Schmoller did much to
advance the cause of colonial expansion.78 In literature, popular books by writers like
Ernst von Weber, Karl May, Wilhelm Hübbe-Schleiden, Carl Peters, Hans Grimm,
Friedrich Fabri and Frieda von Bülow popularized and valorized the colonial
experience.79 As John Short indicates, there was a substantial and diverse readership of
such colonial literature.80 Through these cultural expressions, a continual portrayal of
alterity was communicated.81 This art frequently conveyed the image of empty land and
hostile natives in obvious hopes of encouraging the German extension of commerce,
Christianity and civilization.82 Additionally, a developing awareness of African culture
led many African motifs to be incorporated into an Afro-German culture.83 These
cultural efforts marked the establishment of difference and syncretism in German culture.
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Through such cultural deterritorialization and reterritorialization, Germany’s interaction
with Africa shaped the cultural history of Germany.
Although Germans happily consumed these expressions of the African exotic and
as striking as these interactions were, the broad impact of colonial cultural propaganda
was minimal. The continually-reiterated focus upon developing popular awareness of the
colonies in order to secure increased government funding and intervention demonstrates
how the various colonial social organizations viewed the apathy of the populace. Yet the
cultural propaganda ultimately failed in that it never garnered much support for
expansion. The expressions of colonial deterritorialization in the cultural sphere were
therefore reterritorialized through public ambivalence.
There was an additional deterritorialization of cultures through the transplanting
of people and not just German emigration. A substantial number of Africans also
traveled to Germany, such as the young men who were brought from the colonies to
assist advertising in the Kolonialhaus.84 Through this cultural exchange, Africans
deterritorialized some elements of Africa to Germany. In this respect, Bechhaus-Gerst
and Klein-Arendt’s ideas of the importance of encounters between African and German
introduce a neglected dynamic within colonialism.85 Likewise, in Africa the introduction
of German culture, like the introduction of German social values, prompted a re-assertion
of traditional African culture alongside a syncretic assimilation of favourable elements of
European culture.86 This reciprocation problematizes the notion of colonial metropolis
and periphery as cultural flows traveled back and forth in a manner similar to Bhabha’s
vision of colonial mimicry.87 Yet this cultural assimilation was not just the creation of
alterity that was essential to colonial domination, but also suggests syncretism in culture.
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Cultural articulations like German technology were also important to the German
conquest of the colonies. Technology was both a benefit and a detriment to African
peoples since what was used as an instrument of power could also improve African
lives.88 Advances in tropical medicine through government-sponsored work like Robert
Koch’s research minimized plagues like sleeping sickness, but it was also used to
wittingly infect Africans with diseases in order to test the efficacy of new
pharmaceuticals.89 In fact, Wolfgang Eckart argues that colonial medicine was devoted
to the control of the colonial labour economy. Similarly, technological improvements in
communication, as D.E.K. Amenumey argues, were predicated largely upon the
facilitation of economic exploitation.90 The engines of liberal economics that thrust
Germany further into the interior also brought European diseases, taxation and soldiers.
But European technology vital to the German expansion was also reterritorialized by
African peoples and used to block the expansion. An example of this were the Herero
attacks upon German trade and communications and the exploitation of the European
technologies of “God and the Mauser” during the 1904 war.91 In this African willingness
to reterritorialize and adopt German technologies, the cultural mimicry described by
Bhabha is again evident.92
This European technology was vital to expansion because it aided the many
expeditions that opened the African continent to German control. A growing number of
expeditions in the later years of the colonial period attests to increasing German interest
in its colonies. Government and organizations like the DKG and the missionary societies
gladly funded colonial exploration under famous explorers such as Carl Peters and Leo
Frobenius in the hopes of inculcating German cultural values, establishing Germany’s
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claim to further African territory, ending the slave trade, encouraging settlement,
converting new souls and developing colonial trade.93 Commercial companies and the
DKG frequently played a critical role in determining where expeditions would venture by
emphasizing the exploration of areas with economic potential.
These expeditions garnered considerable attention for the colonial advocates
through the exciting tales of African exoticism related by Germany’s celebrity explorers.
Dr. Eduard Schnitzler, otherwise known as Emin Pascha, galvanized public opinion
through his East African voyages, his capture by the Sudanese Mahdi and his subsequent
rescue by the British adventurer Henry Stanley in 1892.94 Such adventures concretized
colonial dichotomies of Europeans and Africans as Germans were forced to ally with
European competitors in order to conquer the African wild.95 The African opposition to
explorers like Emin Pascha stirred Germans to establish racist visions of Africa, where
absolute binary identities and absolute solutions to African problems were constructed.96
There was a subsequent valorization in German society of the returning heroes who had
fought against great odds to bring German commerce, culture and Christianity to Africa.
Though Schnitzler was universally hailed as a hero, the trajectory of Carl Peters
was markedly different. A central founder of the DKG and tireless advocate of colonial
expansion, Peters continuously traveled across Africa for German interests.97 It was not
long, however, before word got back to Germany that Peters’ actions in Africa were less
than “civilized.” This was quite true, for Peters was the most pugnacious of Germany’s
explorers in Africa; he unashamedly confessed the “intoxication” of killing Africans.98
Because of his ferocious approach to colonialism, Peters lost public favour and was
dismissed from government service when he was eventually convicted of murder,

financial manipulation and the creation of a private African fiefdom.
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Many in Germany

identified the fall of Peters as indicative of Africa’s negative influence upon the
European. Like that of Langheld, this barbarization of a purportedly “cultured” European
by the “savagery” of Africa illustrates cultural and social deterritorialization and
reterritorialization and shows how the colonies influenced the colonizer. Here, a
deterritorialized conception contrasts with much historical literature which
unidirectionally finds only the colonizer’s culture having an effect upon the colony.100
Many of the expeditions undertaken by Frobenius, Schnitzler and Peters had the
development of knowledge about Africa as their purpose. German administrators became
cognizant of their inadequate knowledge of their colonial subjects and sought to gain
such information in order to make their colonies more successful and efficient. As such,
this desire for information exemplified a growing trend in Germany toward a developing
awareness of the cultures over which it governed. Increasing expeditions aimed at the
comprehension of Africa’s unique circumstances suggests the growing relevance of
colonial science.101 Research on these expeditions included everything from sexual
relations amongst the tribes to migratory bird patterns to epidemiological, meteorological
and astronomical studies.102
The German administration also considered the acquisition of information about
its colonial subjects increasingly germane, especially the development of a new
“scientific colonialism” designed to invigorate colonial economies. The government and
the DKG worked together on the creation of a statistical database of colonial trade and
the compilation of intelligence on foreign colonial business competitors.103 With regard
to colonial subjects, the 1913 muster of all people in Southwest Africa typifies a
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Foucauldian collection of knowledge as the state sought to regulate and control its restive
inhabitants through the accumulation of cultural and social knowledge.104

The

development of German information also worked to control the native population in
explicit ways, like the regular reports on the dispositions of native tribes sent from the
colonial administration to Berlin.105
More specifically, the German government and universities attempted to
determine an African cultural episteme through anthropological research, which
expanded exponentially after 1890. For example, Friedrich-Wilhelms-Universität’s
Seminar for Oriental Languages was founded in 1887 in a desire to acquire tools to better
understand languages like Swahili, Turkish, Arabic and later Herero, Nama, Duala, and
Gujarati.106 Native speakers were brought to Berlin to teach the students, who were
mostly colonial administrators, Schutztruppe officers, missionaries and traders. Through
this deterritorialization of population, language and culture, Berlin became an
internationally-recognized centre for the study of African cultures and languages.107
This ethnographic research had another side, revealed principally after the revolts
of 1904-1905. Following the wars, government-sponsored research into phrenology and
racial eugenics by the “geneticist” Eugen Fischer of the Pathologisches Institut and
Rudolf Virchow of the Königlichen Museen für Volkerkunde und Naturkunde was
carried out upon more than a thousand Herero prisoners’ corpses from the Shark Island
concentration camp.108 Most hideously, this research was in turn used to justify German
expansion on the African continent as Virchow could prove the superiority of German
culture through his studies. The evil uses of German research on the colonial “other” are
important to remember when discussing the reciprocal inter-mixing of cultural symbols
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between Germany and Africa. The fact that colonial administrators were instructed by
the K-A to acquire cultural artifacts for Germany because many Germans thought African
cultures would wither and die in the face of the European onslaught underscores the
exploitative character of the acquisition of a colonial cultural episteme by Germans.109
The final manifestation of the cultural dimension of German expansion, and more
specifically, the evolution of knowledge about the colonies, is the creation of organized
space in Africa. From the early days of the Berlin West Africa Conference of 1884-1885,
where the delegates divided up a continent before a five meter tall map, cartography was
vital to the construction of territory in the colonies. The administration of the colonies
necessitated a clear conception of territory and spheres of occupation. Similarly, colonial
business and commercial transport routes such as roads and railways depended upon
cartographic knowledge. Cartography also assisted the expansion of control when
German survey expeditions led to German claims over territory and claims resulted in
assimilation into German territory.110 A poignant example of the German attitude toward
territory is an early map of Southwest Africa with the stamp of Lüderitz’s company
impressed upon Agra Pequeña Bay.111 Here in the shape of the watermarked “F.A.E.
Lüderitz, Bremen” was an excellent representation of the coercive power of German
expansion, and the imposition of European colonial space identified by Thomas and
Henri Lefebvre.112 Cartography was also closely tied to propaganda, for organizations
like the DKG and Geographisches Institut published maps of Germany’s colonies for
popular consumption in hopes of stirring public awareness and support.
The cartographic power exercised by Germany illustrates deterritorialization and
reterritorialization in several ways.

The cartographic deterritorializations of the
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establishment of boundaries and tribal lands in order to force them into a fixed and
relational position with regard to white traders resulted in the demographic
reterritorialization of nomadic herders. In this manner, a process of territorialization
under colonialism, deterritorialization by African nomads, and reterritorialization by
German administrators and cartographers was continually enacted. The development of a
cartographic consciousness further stunted African social and cultural life by identifying
zones of exclusion and inclusion. In this way, the construction of commercial, political
and social spheres by German colonial power forced indigenous peoples into demarcated
locations, subject to German social, cultural, political and economic power. The formerly
distributional notion of African cultural identity and economic subsistence was rendered
impossible by German territorial and political geography.

African attempts to

deterritorialize and transcend these borders in migration or revolt resulted in
reterritorializations through German repressions and the later creation of tribal reserves.
Looking comprehensively at the social and cultural manifestations of German
expansionist colonialism in Africa, several conclusions can be drawn from the
presentation of evidence above. In the attempt to impose European cultural and social
norms upon Africa, German expansion reflected German notions of self and power in the
mirror of Africa.113 Germany deterritorialized its cultural and social ideas upon Africa,
and the history of German colonialism shows the various reterritorializations produced by
German and African resistance to this colonialism. The obviously Eurocentric focus of
this study underscores the fact that it is predominately a study of Germany’s influence
upon Africa; and thus Africa’s reciprocation cannot be discussed in equal terms.
Nonetheless, this analysis has also revealed how German impositions were subverted and
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blocked by both German and African initiatives. The realization of this combined
influence is absent from many of the cultural and social histories of the period.
By examining the social and the cultural, this study moves against the “statist”
vision of contemporary German history in favour of an Alltagsgeschichte of German
colonialism that refuses monolithic conceptions. In this total vision of culture, it is
evident how culture connects with social and political issues to both propel and restrain
colonial power. Thus by eschewing the thinly-veiled economic or political determinism
of some historians as well as the narrow focuses upon social and cultural manifestations,
a fuller and deterritorialized vision of Germany’s colonial expansion in Africa can
develop. But in order to most accurately render the multi-faceted and complex terms of
colonialism, studies must fuse the social and cultural with the economic and political.
This discussion has engaged the imaginaries of German colonialism, but now returns to
the concrete realities of colonial rule in order to convey the utopian and pragmatic
articulations of German colonial expansion.
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Chapter 3
The social and cultural elements of the German colonial expansionist discourse
help reveal the foundational forces of the commercial and political facets of colonialism
that are the topic of this chapter. The economic and political dimensions can be viewed
as more elite manifestations of colonial expansion since it was mostly leaders,
businessmen and administrators who articulated the themes under discussion. Yet these
economic and political frames were not entirely the formulation of German or African
elites, for other strata of society also shaped them. The economic and political are further
vital to this investigation because the expansive force of liberal free-trade economics and
disputes over political sovereignty represent poignant examples of expansionist
colonialism and deterritorialization. For this reason, the analysis works to respect all of
the economic and political aspects of colonialism by acknowledging African as well as
German peoples.

The Economic Aspects of Colonial Expansionism
The contemporary German context and the beginning of colonial expansion
placed economics at the forefront of colonial rationales through the catalytic effect of the
“Great Depression.” Linkages between administrative and commercial organs like the
Anglo-German Kharaskhoma Syndicate, and its closeness to the Reich render the
economic dimension a potent explanatory device for colonial growth. But do the
Marxist-informed arguments for the intrinsic links between monopoly capital in the
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metropole and economic exploitation in the colony hold true for all of the three decades
of expansion?1 Were the colonies nothing more than a “marginal appendage to the
German economy” as Woodruff Smith contends?2 Or does Baumgart’s argument for the
importance of the economic motive, while simultaneously rejecting Marxist conspiracy
ideas, appear more helpful?3 But all of these arguments must not obscure the fact that the
colonies, originally predicated upon free trade capitalism and the profit motive, were
certainly woeful failures, accounting for only 49.8 million marks of the 10 billion marks
aggregate German foreign trade in 1910.4 Yet the dogma of free trade remained
dominant in the colonies, for although it did not work in the European context, it was
expected to apply to the colonial situation. How is this tension between expectations and
reality to be explained? Additionally, what can account for the fact that some sectors of
German society such as the DKG complained that businesses made “k e i n e
beachtenswerte Opfer” (no noteworthy sacrifice) for the betterment of Germany’s
colonies?5 For all of these reasons, it is vital to ascertain what role commerce had in the
context of German colonial expansion.
From the very beginning the colonies were founded in expectations of economic
benefit to Germany. All of the colonies were lacklustre performers economically and yet
businesses continued to embark upon the money-losing enterprise of supporting German
expansion overseas.6 The continued investment of these enterprises despite the lack of
financial success indicates the possibility of an idée fixe explanation for colonial
commerce as companies continued to invest in hopes of finally capturing profits from the
colonies. The commercial explanation for colonialism thus must account for the
prospective rationales for expansion in which territory was acquired in hopes of potential
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profits. The expansion of colonial business was therefore premised upon a forecast of
future gain.
An idea of transformation over time is critical to understanding economics in the
colonial expansion. Despite its early beginnings, German commerce was not fast to
invest in colonial enterprises and trade.7 Early economic colonialism was a product of
contemporary fears of protected markets, over-production, surplus population and
economic depression. But as ideas of free-trade capitalism gained ground, the expansion
of commerce in the colonies assumed greater precedence. With the death of Bismarck’s
utopian dreams of laissez-faire colonialism, businesses were more eager to participate in
government-secured and subsidized business in the colonies.8 Additionally, in the
twentieth century, bigger conglomerates and cartels like the DKG and the Kharaskhoma
Syndicate staked far larger claims in the financing of colonial expansion than the smaller
companies of the nineteenth century.9 Yet in the aggregate, the colonies saw a steady
decline in profits after the actual acquisition of territory as the costs of administering the
colonies rose. The growth of colonial cartels after 1900 may also indicate a reason why
Germany’s colonies were so singularly unsuccessful, since simply more money was
squandered in larger monopolies. These alterations over time disclose the difficulties
inherent in the monolithic and static vision of economics over a thirty year period that
frequently colour older colonial histories.
Nonetheless, there were several continuities in relations between the government
and German colonial businesses that perennially facilitated commercial expansion.
Mercantilist goals of material autarky, larger world markets for German goods, continued
access to precious resources, a cheap labour force and the desire to expand profits
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coincided with government economic aims. Once established in Africa, enterprises
always looked to expand their markets and trading areas in order to maximize profits, and
the government strove to facilitate this.10 In fact, companies often required government
protection to conduct business. For example, during the 1893 war with the Witbooi tribe,
trade completely ceased when the Southwest African colonial administration was unable
to exert its authority. As well, utopian dreams of “a German India” in Africa continued
to exist in the imaginations of businessmen and citizens that demanded both more money
and effort to fully realize.11 Businesses maintained government support by reiterating
how colonial economic success would result in benefits for all Germans.12 Commercial
groups and the government also ceaselessly tried to develop industries as diverse as
mining, rice, tobacco, rubber and the ostrich-feather trade.13 Whatever the industry, the
Reich appreciated the profits accrued by successful companies and extolled the success of
the showpiece Togo colony.14
The expected benefits of the exploitation of African resources, people and
territory led companies to zealously guard their colonial possessions and continually look
to expand their respective commercial zones. For instance, the plantation economy of
East Africa encouraged the DOAG to consolidate all social, political and economic
power in the colony in its hands. The DOAG provides a model of Marxist monopoly
capital in its rule of East Africa from 1887 to 1891. This and the DKG’s role in colonial
expansion present a crucial vision of the paradigm of cartel capitalism and its links to the
nation-state.

The efforts of the government to assist companies’ extension and

consolidation through the construction of colonial infrastructure such as railways further
evidences the connections between commerce and government.15
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Yet, while there was much association between colonial commerce and the
government, there were also many instances of discord. While companies frequently
collaborated with the government, the relationship was a parasitical one where companies
looked to their own interests almost entirely, expanding when they could and
consolidating their possessions when circumstances did not allow growth. Therefore,
banks and large commercial enterprises did not determine colonial policy, despite
Marxist assertions.

True, some heavy industrial concerns endorsed expansionist

sentiment in the interests of expected profits, as Eckart Kehr and Wilhelm Deist argue,
but a comprehensive capitalist conspiracy is not evident.16 Though Müller asserts that
irrespective of quiet or unrest in the colonies, finance-capital always benefited, this
assertion is clearly mistaken.17 Although the German colonies were permeated with
commercial companies and interests, the economics of the colonial business were poor.
For instance, the DKG für Südwestafrika reported consistently poor profits, only
achieving positive results in rare years.18 In fact, some of the best profits were achieved
in early years such as 1885. This was largely the result of the years of strife that led to
steady falls in net gains; for example, profits in Southwest Africa in 1904 were less than
those of 1900.19 As well, contemporary German tariff policy undermined the profits that
could accrue from colonial exports. Other government regulations also made it difficult
for companies to participate in the commercial expansion in the colonies.20
Assertions of conspiracies between the companies and the imperial government
are further called into question by the numerous ways in which the companies took
advantage of the German government. The legitimacy of Lüderitz’s appeal for Reich
protection was undermined by the fact that he fabricated mineral and commercial wealth
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in Angra Pequeña in order to assure government protection and gain investment for his
project.21 Similarly, other companies and the DOAG joined together frequently in order
to force government to acquiesce to their desires for commercial expansion. Companies
also sometimes exploited the machinery of law to acquire more ownership rights to
territory. For example, the DKG pushed its claims through the German colonial court
system in order to establish its entitlement to mineral-rich land.22 Likewise, nearly all of
the colonial companies struggled to wrest more concessionary territory from the colonial
administration. One large commercial enterprise was even prosecuted by the government
for land speculation and the manipulation of government land grants.23 The prosecution
illustrates how allegations of monopoly capitalism’s absolutely determining influence
over German colonialism are mistaken.
The colonial enterprises were for the most part able to avoid any significant
restrictions upon their practice by the Reich. The numerous cases of corruption cited by
the Zentrum deputy Mathias Erzberger during the colonial scandals of 1905-1910, such
as those of the Cameroon railroad, the Tippelskirch firm, the Woermann’s shipping line
and the land grants of the DKG, reveal how companies would exploit various illicit
means to guarantee control over the colonial market.24 Other strains, like the bankrupting
of Southwest African colonial finances because of the massive 600 million mark cost of
the Herero war, while the DKG, whose confiscation of Herero land was largely
responsible for the revolt, prospered, further demonstrate the autonomy of colonial
business.25 In all of these cases, the railroad, Woermann’s, the DKG and Tippelskirch
firms received only cursory reprimands for their abusive business practice. The
independence from government interference reveals how capital deterritorialized itself in
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the colonies in a new manner, since German domestic commercial standards barely
existed in the unregulated colonial trade. Therefore, new economic relations were
created by the deterritorialization of German trade to the colonies through the local power
of these companies. This influence questions Landes’, Hallgarten’s and Taylor’s
assertions that strategic concerns trumped economic motives, for economic interests
appear predominant over strategic issues in this context.
Nonetheless, it would be incorrect to assume consistent exploitation of the
government by the colonial companies. The enterprises were occasionally brought to
heel by the government in extreme cases of abuse or negligence. An illustrative example
is the government’s restructuring of the East African economy after the Maji Maji revolt
in 1905. Sunseri observes how the revolt caused the government to reject plantation-style
agriculture in favour of small-scale cultivation in order to avoid a repeat of the violence.26
Cotton was the most important colonial raw material transported to Germany and fears of
a “cotton famine” provoked the government to assure its continued supply, even through
forced labour and a restructuring of colonial commerce.27 Thus colonial business and the
entire East African cotton economy were shaped by fears of colonial instability and the
domestic requirements of Germany. This instance of the colonies’ influence upon the
companies and the metropolis is a powerful argument for the colonial agency thesis and
the “compensatory reterritorializations” of the state discussed by Deleuze and Guattari.
However, the more holistic picture shows colonial enterprises subverting government’s
interference in commerce.
More frightening to the colonial firms than government intervention was the
potential of foreign commercial competition. Fears of competition were a frequent theme
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amongst the colonial business lobby; Woermann’s, Lüderitz and Peters continually
stressed the potent forces waiting to take advantage of German colonial weakness.
Examples of this were present when the Deutsche Witu-Gesellschaft began an
international trade dispute by interfering with the British East Africa Company.28 The
trade disagreement ended up involving both the German and British governments.
Wilhelm II also caused a diplomatic incident with Britain when he supported President
Paul Kruger of the Transvaal Republic because of Kruger’s favourable relations with
German commerce. Quarrels such as these encouraged German ideas that colonial
business was under foreign threat. Further international strife was stirred by colonial
administrators who forced foreign traders to pass through German territory in order to
secure tax and transit revenue from them.29 These are potent examples of the ability of
capital to deterritorialize its power and move beyond the control of the nation-state to
further its own interests. Yet in rare circumstances the nation-state was able to
reterritorialize and stabilize the deterritorializations of colonial commerce.
Economics also had a great impact upon the African and German peoples
embroiled within the networks of colonialism. Commerce proved one of the chief
motivations for colonial expansion for the German populace. German interests in
colonial goods prompted interest in, and the subsequent growth of, the colonial trade.
Similarly, through propaganda anticipating colonial profits, the colonial organizations
could motivate a small yet influential section of the population to support further German
intervention in Africa. In this manner, deterritorialization allows the historian to see how
capitalism colonizes social desire. Contemporary social, cultural, economic and political
pressures stimulated German desires for colonial products, wealth, sovereignty and
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security that in turn motivated some Germans to support aggressive economic expansion
in the colonies. However, later abuses in the colonies shifted public opinion as the
abuses were seen to be the result of the lack of restraints upon the charter companies.30
Economics had an even greater impact upon the African population, since they
were the subjects of the European economic system forced upon traditional African
economic networks. The wealth-potential of German trade that was introduced to
African systems of exchange had an understandably massive effect. Pre-colonial African
economics were shattered by the possibilities of Western technology and economics.
Traditional trade networks were disrupted in favour of products favoured by German
business, and precious goods that could have supported African economics were often
diverted to European trade. As German control was consolidated, African peoples were
forbidden from selling their products on the market and had to enlist German
intermediaries.31 This illustrated the deterritorialization of native economics in favour of
German trade. While autochthonous peoples tried to reterritorialize alternate commercial
transactions, the German economic structures rendered this impossible. Widespread
impoverishment amongst groups caused the Southwest African administration to suspend
credit sales to the nomadic tribes, but even this “radical” measure was rescinded by the
Chancellor upon the request of the business lobby.32 Extortionate business dealings like
the exploitative credit transactions forced upon the Herero peoples by German traders and
the reciprocal trading practices on the part of powerful autonomous tribes like the Herero
show the precedence of economics in relations between Germans and Africans.33 In fact,
one of the first indications of the 1904 revolt was Herero attacks upon these same
German merchants.34 Here was a reterritorialization of German capital as tribal peoples
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rejected European economics. But this transformation of German economic structures
was minimal as African populations could only resist the German economy in minor
ways. As the following study of land disenfranchisement and native labour indicates,
indigenous peoples could not effectively challenge German economic imperatives.
The extension and restriction of land rights to native peoples makes manifest how
companies were able to undermine government in order to permit their commercial
expansion. While the government established indigenous territorial rights in Southwest
Africa as early as 1896, the colonial administration was hamstrung by the settler and
business lobby who desired the land for themselves.35 The local government in the
colonies favoured the right of German commerce to acquire more territory over those of
the original possessors of the territory, which consequently led to the forced sedentary
life on reservations and the poverty of the region’s formerly nomadic pastoralists. In this
manner, the deterritorializations of colonial capital had great impact upon African
society.
In a manner similar to that described by Deleuze and Guattari, colonial peoples
were webbed into a colonial labour system founded in European capitalism.36 The labour
system was premised upon a model of “schwarze Arme, weiße Köpfe” where Germans
directed and natives worked. African peoples registered their dissatisfaction with this
model by migrating out of German territory. Additionally, the abuses of the indigenous
population at the hands of German settlers, owners and traders also created a labour
shortage when migration further drained the labour pool. The solution to the labour
question was through the establishment of a peonage system or “half-free labour
market.”37
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In addition to territorial disenfranchisement and virtual serfdom, indigenous
peoples were faced with other depredations. Colonial companies often came into conflict
with the German government, and the German and African populations, because of
trading in forbidden products. Examples of these were the horrific traffic in slaves, the
socially-disintegrating sale of alcohol and the unethical commerce in firearms. Few
voices were raised in support of German commercial interests in slave-trading for, in
addition to its moral depravities, it was also seen as financially unviable. However,
though officially forbidden and contradictory to Germany’s signature of the Brussels
Anti-Slavery Act of 1890, slave trading was allowed in East Africa as the local economy
depended upon its use.38 The trade occupied an important part of the regional economy
and brought important tax and transit revenue into German territory. Sale of other
merchandise like liquor and firearms to the indigenous tribes was also forbidden. But
traders never worried about prohibitions upon selling such goods.39 The continuation of
these trade networks represents an example parallel to that of the anti-slavery crusader
Langheld where European “civilization” was eroded by pragmatic considerations in the
colony. In these circumstances, the profit motive again trumped the illegality and
immorality of such practices. This presents evidence of the applicability of the concept
of deterritorialization in explaining German-African, state-capital and social-cultural
relationships. The inability of German social desires to cease illegal commerce also
illustrates how deterritorialization can render the vital component of capitalist economics
within such colonial interaction.
As is evident above, the imposition of the German capitalist economy in Africa
had a great impact upon the colonial population.

Deleuze and Guattari’s
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deterritorialization allows the historian to conceive how peoples enmeshed within
commercial networks can exert their own social and economic agency. Native tribes did
try to return to traditional trading networks and exclude the Germans but as colonial
commerce expanded, less trade could exist without German acquiescence. Faced with
such a massive socio-economic transformation, African peoples were hard-pressed to
resist the inexorable push towards a liberal free-market economy on a German basis.
Though there were instances of reterritorializations of German economic
deterritorializations, the fight was slowly lost.
By tying Germany and Africa together, commerce in the colonies displays the
inequalities of colonialism, the importance of economics in establishing and maintaining
colonial power, as well as the inter-connections between colonizer and colonized. The
expansion of free-trade capitalism in the German colonies also unites colonial capitalism
with Deleuze and Guattari’s study. The primary instance of deterritorialization in this
circumstance was the separation of commercial entities from the dictates of the German
state that guaranteed their interests.

With the creation of the large colonial

conglomerates, capital became deterritorialized and established power for the cartels
rivalling the German state in the colonies. Here, Deleuze and Guattari’s prioritization of
the power of capital above the state is demonstrated. The extension of trade by the
government and the companies represents a vital deterritorialization of German desires in
Africa, and a particularly effective tool of colonial expansion as African peoples found
resistance to German capitalist economics almost impossible.

In this context,

deterritorialization is not just the action of capital but also the reaction of capital. Thus,
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capital does not only reterritorialize to achieve conformity, but also deterritorializes to
create differences and hierarchies between German and African, have and have-not.

The Political Aspects of Colonial Expansionism
This examination will describe general German colonial policy, specific
articulations of policy in the realm of law, tax and military force and finally domestic
political issues.

With reference to the forces of deterritorialization and

reterritorialization, this analysis attempts to incorporate African experiences by stressing
the fluidity of action-reaction, and does not categorize political expressions in solely
German terms like the many excessively managerial or statist histories. As the political
also provides the foundation of notions of power, this inquiry works to highlight the
rhizomatic, nomadologic and schizoanalytic elements within deterritorialization. The
discussion of government policy was purposely left to the end of the analysis in order to
facilitate thought about the vivid connections between the social, cultural and economic
spheres distinct from government colonial policy.
The study of colonial policy can do much to highlight the German desire for
expansion in its colonies. Nevertheless, there were also examples of quietude or stasis in
government policy. For example, not all administrators always chose a forward policy of
expansionism. The first governor of East Africa frequently opted out of further
commitments in the unsecured hinterland for fiscal reasons, choosing instead to
consolidate existing territory.40 In some circumstances, even the K-A and RKA would
advocate maintenance of territory rather than dangerous over-stretching in conquest of
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new territory. The Reichstag would also frequently be reluctant to vote new funds for
colonial expansion. It was not the Reichstag alone that believed this, for even a settlers’
newspaper questioned high military costs.41 Yet these are exceptions to the rule rather
than indications of an absence of expansionist sentiment in German colonialism. As will
be demonstrated below, with only occasional aberrations, expanding control was the
dominant discourse within the political aspects of German colonialism.
Before investigating German colonial policy, it is necessary to give some
structure to the following discussion by sketching out the dominant features of the
government’s policy. Through the re-organizations of the colonial administration
discussed above, imperial policy separated from AA strategy and became based upon
individual cases instead of decisions united around a single policy. Given the plurality of
interests, and the tangle of priorities, personalities and pressures at work within the
colonial expansion, the government’s policy was often inchoate and uncoordinated.42
Another dominant theme was the government’s attempts to emulate British colonial
policy, likely in awareness of the successes of British colonialism.43 These tensions
combined to render German colonial policy greatly divergent diachronically and often
contradictory synchronically. Deleuze and Guattari’s notion of a deterritorialized
bureaucracy reveals how this difference and contradiction is caused by the extension of
social, cultural, economic and political desires. It is this presence of alterity, ambiguity
and heterogeneity in policy that many older histories fail to comprehend.
The reasons for the differences in policy and the transformations throughout the
colonial period were not only based in Germany and Europe, but also resulted from
changing circumstances in the colonies. With the collapse of the charter companies and
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the state’s assumption of sovereignty, a sea-change in colonial policy was manifest.
Furthermore, the continuing disputes with the Nama and Witbooi tribes quickly made it
evident that the DKG’s colonial militia and the non-intervention policy of Germany could
not continue. The end of the Bismarck system of laissez-faire commercial expansion
ended with the inevitable dispatch of an imperial commissioner, the extension of treaties
and the final assumption of German sovereignty. This system was later thrown into
confusion by the proliferation of rebellions, such as when the Herero war caused the
entire colonial system in Southwest Africa to disintegrate. The Herero and Maji Maji
wars and the consequent scandals in Germany began a process of colonial reform that
emphasized the consolidation of German rule. While indirect rule and desires for “peace
and security” took increasing precedence in the twentieth century, it was indirect rule
established by very direct rule from the Wilhelmstraße 62 headquarters of the RKA and
consolidated through the ruthless expansion of German colonial policy.44 For this reason,
though there was a transformation of policy through time, it would be a mistake to see the
later policy of reforming colonialism as dominant throughout the three decades of
German rule.
The actual nature of the German bureaucracy is important in understanding how
German colonial expansion was administered.

The German authoritarian state

(Obrigkeitstaat) controlled by civil servants servile to the monarchy, meant that civilian
control over the colonies was minimal. Following this, Bismarck was keen to keep the
Reichstag out of colonial administration in favour of the rule of the charter-companies.45
The Reichstag was limited to control over the K-A and RKA budgets and only intervened
in actual policy after the twentieth-century scandals. Budgets for the administration were
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critical, especially in consideration of the growth experienced by the bureaucracy. The
German administration grew exponentially from occupying seven offices in the AA
building to thirty-two offices in its own building, and from consuming 1.7% to 15.4% of
the entire AA budget.46 Controversies involving the K-A and RKA grew as they became
more bureaucratic and more militaristic.47 Through this burgeoning bureaucracy,
Germans both imposed and negotiated the relations of power with African peoples.
Bearing the development of a social and cultural episteme of colonial inhabitants in mind,
the German bureaucracy exerted control over the African population.

This was

especially evident in its efforts to know, label and reconstitute colonial peoples, which
extended a Foucauldian discourse that sought to compose the native objects of its
knowledge in German terms.48
The corollary to this bureaucratic growth was the extension of German policy in
Africa. This prompted conflict, both internal to Germany and external in the colonies.
This contrasts with the monolithic or essentialist view of German colonial policy taken
by many political histories. The Berlin bureaucracy, the colonial administration, the
Schutztruppe, the missions, the colonial propagandists, the many commercial concerns,
the German settlers and other social entities seemed often to be focused upon
competition. In fact, the expansionist desires of colonists and the K-A and RKA often
opened fractures within the German bureaucracy, such as the conflicts between the K-A
and the Admiralität over colonial governance.49 Conflict between German expansionist
imperatives and native desires also existed throughout the three decades of rule. This
tension between German and African was often responsible for the direction of colonial
growth, when Africans exploited German circumstances and vice versa.50 Furthermore,
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the RKA bureaucracy and the local administration were frequently at odds over the
content and form of colonial expansion. For example, one governor complained that the
Berlin bureaucracy governed “too much” and did not allow local initiative.51 This flux
and flow of policy could explain John Iliffe’s belief that no single policy was pursued
through the colonial period.52 Because of the lack of a coherent policy from Berlin, there
was a synthesis of German and African contexts in the German government’s colonial
policy. Like social dreams of colonial Herrschaftsutopie, idealistic political ideas were
subject to similar moderation in the colonies. Consequently, colonial policy was marked
by variation, contestation and negotiation instead of unified direction. This resulting
incoherence in policy can be comprehended through Deleuze and Guattari’s
deterritorialization continuum as the nomadic and schizophrenic facets of colonial rule
established multiple tensions in colonial policy. The ability to recognize the pressures
within policy while understanding the motivations of colonialism stands as one of
deterritorialization’s chief attractions over other theories.
The political aspects of German colonialism had significant effect upon the
German population, both in the colonies and in Germany. This is the heart of the social
imperialism argument, yet the explanation ignores the plurality of attitudes within the
German population and wholly ignores the influence of the African periphery upon the
German centre. True, the various articulations of propaganda designed to gain popular
support for colonial expansion speak to the importance of the population’s acceptance of
government policy. In its dealings with the German public, the government always
stressed the financial improvement of the colonies that would be achieved through the
development of infrastructure in areas such as sanitation, health and railroad construction.
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Similarly, minute details of colonial expenditures were constantly provided by the
government to the Reichstag and the German people in order to prove the economic
benefit of the colonies. However, the German public never truly endorsed the colonial
policy of expansion. As with the DKG and the Pan-Germans, popular support for the
government’s colonial policy was mostly within a small, yet vocal, section of the
populace.

Many histories focus on the instrumentality of institutions, but

deterritorialization reflects an uncoordinated and structural element to the bureaucracy
that can explain German society’s ambiguous acceptance of the government’s colonial
policy. Since colonial policy did not express the desires of the German population, only
of the colonial enthusiasts, any conception of the bureaucracy that envisioned a close link
between the population and the government’s policy would be problematic.
However, even the colonial propagandists did not always support the
government’s policy. The 1890 exchange of East African territory for the tiny island of
Heligoland provoked outrage amongst the colonialists and nationalists and was a
contributing factor to the ouster of Chancellor Caprivi in 1894.53 After the colonial wars
of the twentieth century, even the colonial groups called for reforms to colonial policy.54
The DKG particularly wanted indirect rule, which was expected to allow the colonies to
become more profitable.55 The colonial organizations’ support of colonial policy was
always lost when the government was forced to intervene on behalf of indigenous
peoples against German traders, missionaries, administrators and soldiers. For example,
the Sultan of Zanzibar demanded the K-A restrain the excesses of Carl Peters and the
DOAG in the Zanzibari hinterland.56 The government, already in a delicate position with
regard to the Sultan, was forced to control the eager colonialists. Other actions by
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settlers, administrators and soldiers mandated government responses that earned the ire of
the DKG and the colonial supporters who believed that the government should support
vigilante expansionism. Their responses to restraints imposed upon Germans, by
Germans, for Africans presents a vivid example of the entrance of Africa into
metropolitan social affairs.
Public reaction to incidents like the 1893, 1904 and 1905 wars in the colonies
highlighted widespread animosity to colonial policy.57 Many newspapers gave voice to
public dissatisfaction when they blamed business interests for encouraging the
government to proceed with the ruinous policy that eventually culminated in war.
Because of the violence of the government’s repression of the Herero uprising, many
Germans found the war unpalatable, despite the colonialist propaganda that aimed to
portray the suppression as justified and bloodless.58 Even some Schutztruppe officers
returned to Germany to protest the horrors they witnessed in the repression of African
revolts.59 Responding to what it believed to be the German population’s lacklustre
response to the war, one colonialist newspaper even complained of the “indifference” of
the general public.60
But the German public was greatly shocked and moved by the uprising. As a
consequence of the wars, the population began to develop an increased awareness of the
African colonial situation. The newly-uncovered abuses and corruption of the colonial
administrators Horn, von Puttkammer, Kannenberg and von Besser combined with the
circumstances of the war to create the colonial scandals of 1906.61 As the government
sought to investigate allegations of violence and exploitation, even more indignities and
venalities came to light where colonial authorities had been arbitrarily ruling without
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consideration for law or decency. Subsequent inquiries resulted in minor punishments
for the guilty, but the larger question of what had gone wrong in the administration of the
colonies remained.62 Chancellor Bülow and the entire colonial bureaucracy were forced
by public pressure to address the colonial disgraces. Interest in the native political groups
grew and appropriate relations with them assumed greater prominence as both German
citizens and administrators began to consider African traditions and contexts when
determining colonial policy.63 This reciprocation of interest in African political ideas
represented a reterritorialization of the German deterritorialization of German political
ideals in Africa. It was through this, and deterritorialization’s ability to highlight the
interactions within policy, that colonialism effected and shifted the German public.
Further transgressing the limits between German and African identities were the
German settlers of the African colonies. The predominately right-wing settler lobby and
its links to the DKG, DOAG and Pan-German League exerted considerable influence
over the colonial policy of the government. The chief opponents of colonial reforms
were always the nationalistic German colonists who opposed Berlin’s interference in
colonial affairs. The settlers continually sought more money for the development of
colonial commerce, fewer restrictions upon the treatment of natives, the protection of
existing territory and the exploration of future territory. The influence of the settler lobby
and the actions of men like Peters and Lüderitz exemplified the “turbulent frontier”
discussed by J.S. Galbraith that drew the colonizer deeper into colonial affairs through
auto-catalytic forces.64 As colonial actions grew more intense, the colonizing power was
forced by its citizens on the ground and local situations to extend the flag of sovereignty
further into the hinterland. After the revolts, the settlers and colonial administration were
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dominated by memories of war and hysterical fears over the potential for further
violence.65 In addition, the wars provoked awareness both in Germany and in the
colonies that Africans were neither understood by Germans, grateful for German rule, nor
ready to accept German occupation. “The negro does not love us, but only fears our
power,” succinctly captured in the post-war orders of the Schutztruppe a sentiment that
echoed within the settler population.66 These colonists represented the deterritorialization
of mainstream German desire in the colony and the reactions of the African population
and the German metropolis can be seen as responses to this extremist vision of colonial
policy.
The expansion of German settlement into the hinterland prompted increased fears
in Germany of miscegenation and racial dilution; these fears were duly reflected in
colonial policy.67 In 1912, the Reichstag hotly debated the maintenance of the racial and
national purity of its colonial inhabitants, in hopes of securing the status quo. State
Secretary Wilhelm Solf declared that “borderlines between both races” needed to be
maintained in the legal sense.68 Consequently, government policy began to differentiate
between the categories of native, non-native-non-white, and interbred populations. This
legal demarcation of race followed the stress upon legality in the policy of the K-A and
RKA as well as desires for the Herrschaftsutopie which guided German colonial policy.
But even the German desire for a racially-segregated colonial state was ultimately
moderated by the realities of colonial relations. The actual implementation of the
Herrschaftsutopie could only be carried out with the weakening of indigenous tribes after
the 1904-1907 wars; yet even this implementation was mitigated by the diversity of
interests at play. The social and cultural elements of Deutschtum were deterritorialized in
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the African context. But, the inability to truly implement this racial utopia represents the
expression of both the German and the African reterritorialization of German desires. In
Germany, this resulted in growing calls for the maintenance of racial and national
identity, while in the colonies both an increased tolerance of African assimilation as well
as a virulent backlash against the dilution of German control were evident. Deleuze and
Guattari’s ideas accommodate the influence of both German society and settler opinion
upon colonialism illustrated in this reciprocal blend of African and German opinion.69
Even more recent formulations of the encounters between Germans and Africans ignore
this contesting and shaping of colonial discourse in both the colonies and the metropolis.
To truly investigate social and political concerns, the complete social, cultural, economic
and political context must be researched.
When examining the relationship between the German population and the colonial
policy of the German nation, some bifurcations and differences are immediately evident.
It is questionable whether Deleuze and Guattari’s idea of a bureaucracy that subsumes
and controls popular desire is apparent. Perhaps the clash between utopian hopes for the
colonies and the realities of colonial control separated the bureaucracy from the German
populace? The manner in which the German government imagined the world and the
African colonies is obviously separated from the early popular ignorance of colonial
affairs. Therefore, the sometimes capricious and uncompromising actions of government
policy in expansion appear to be more than just deterritorializations of German power in
the colonies, but deterritorializations within German society as well. Consequently, the
citizenry’s reterritorializations are evident in the later reforms of German colonial policy.
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German popular desires were intrinsically connected to government policy and its
relation to African populations. There appear to be two policies at work within German
colonial strategy: a “pro-native” policy and a native-destroying policy. “Colonization is
always inhumane,” opined Southwest Africa’s Governor Leutwein unashamedly.70
Nevertheless, some elements of German policy can be construed as more positive with
regard to native populations than others. Though these are both arbitrary distinctions,
separating them like this acknowledges the poles of colonial policy. Lastly, while both
assisted the expansion of German control in the colonies, the latter became predominant
in certain contexts.
Through the expansion across African territory and increasing contact with the
African population, pro-native colonial policy endeavoured to build up the local
infrastructure, constructing everything from telegraphs and hospitals to prisons and
breweries.

Though developments like the latter two have obviously negative

connotations for Africans, the German technological improvements were predicated upon
a desire to not only expand German power and enlarge profits but also to assist the
African native. The development of a colonial episteme was also based upon a genuine
desire to facilitate the above and to acquaint colonial bureaucrats with African culture
and society. Many of these efforts were also designed to guarantee friendly tribal support
since this assistance remained vital to military expeditions against hostile tribes as well as
the process of expansion.71 Through a divide-and-rule policy, colonial administrators and
traders offered weapons, ammunition and liquor as bribes to friendly native tribes.72 But
the underlying aim of expansion guaranteed that conflict would be eventually visited
upon hostile and friendly tribes alike as Germany expanded its sovereignty.
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A chief rationale behind the government’s pro-native policy was the
instrumentalization of indigenous peoples as a colonial workforce. With the legal end of
slavery in German Africa in 1905, a pragmatic policy of tacit acceptance of slavery was
implemented in East Africa to facilitate the colonial economy. It has already been shown
how colonial medicine was harnessed to the purpose of keeping a healthy workforce and
thus a profitable plantation economy. Eckart and Zimmerer describe how colonial
officials and doctors imbibed ideas of eugenics and Social Darwinism that worked in
perfect collusion with the needs of the state for a healthy and docile native labour pool.73
In fact, one of the chief concerns raised by the massacre of the Herero was that Southwest
Africa’s labour force would be wiped out, with a commensurate loss of colonial
income.74 In this context, the Marxist vision of labour is substantiated by Eckart and
Zimmerer’s research.
After the Herero, Nama and Maji Maji wars and the resulting colonial scandals,
State Secretary Dernburg implemented significant improvements to native welfare in
colonial policy. Under Dernburg, the new colonization of the native was to proceed by
“preservation” through missionary and railroad instead of the “assimilation” by bottle,
missionary and gun that had been practiced before.75 In addition, the German state of law
(Rechtsstaat) upheld the rights of native labourers against the worst abuses of the German
settlers, traders and administrators. Because of new German sensitivities to the plight of
colonial subjects in this period, the government continually reiterated the evolution of
positive relations with indigenous peoples.76
Though Germany had always assumed a paternalistic attitude toward its colonial
subjects, the aftermath of the revolts reaffirmed this doctrine.77 Erzberger attacked
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colonial policy and declared that the relationship should be one of guardian and ward
rather than enemy and enemy.78 The government reacted swiftly to the criticisms and
made colonial decision-making more transparent and devoted increased funding to
indigenous peoples’ welfare.79 For instance, taxes collected in Southwest and East Africa
were set aside for indigenous improvement.80 This was largely in response to the
prevalence of revolts amongst these same tribal groups. As a result, Germany gave
African populations increased freedom through more indirect rule.81
In several excellent examples of the ways in which the colonized subverted
German rule, the pro-native policy was undermined by indigenous populations in the
interests of tribal politics. Here the reciprocal process of accommodation between
colonizer and colonized was used by some tribal elites to achieve power unimagined in
pre-colonial times, as Ralph Austen evidences in the Haya chiefdom in East Africa.82
The Germans depended upon hereditary chiefs to act as intermediaries and therefore great
efforts were expended to keep or place friendly leaders in power. Tribal chiefs often
exploited the weakness and ignorance of German colonists and administrators to establish
and consolidate their own power. Tribal groups could also gain advantageous bargaining
positions by conveying images of power, particularly in the potential to organize and
carry out armed resistance against the colonizer.83 In this manner, African peoples
reterritorialized the deterritorialization of German rule over their existing social orders.
By exploiting German efforts, social organizations at the tribal level were able to gain
leverage and thus respond to the impositions of the German occupiers.

Here

deterritorialization and reterritorialization highlight otherwise ignored connections within
social and political interaction and bestow greater complexity upon them.
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Other aspects of “pro-native” colonial policy were transformed by local
circumstances or manipulated by African peoples to their own interest. Aspects of
African culture vital to colonial trade like the “unifying language” of Swahili were often
retained by German administrators.84 The preservation of Swahili in spite of colonists’
calls to expand the Deutschtum of the colony testifies to the strength of the African
context in modifying colonial policy. Alongside the Islamic faith, Swahili became a
powerful tool of resistance against the German colonists, especially during the Maji Maji
war.85 As the Nama people were denied the right to possess cattle or move freely after
the war, their resistance frequently took on an anti-capitalist or nomadic dimension when
fractured tribal groups stole cattle or deserted forced labour. Even after the wars of
repression, German colonial policy was still frustrated by African opposition. This
opposition contrasts with the older conception of a crushed resistance. But nor was this
resistance always overt or military; as Sunseri, Phillip Prein, and Allen and Barbara
Isaacman indicate, it was also visible through passive resistance, through pragmatic
manifestations and with frequently contradictory goals.86 Resistance to the imperatives
of colonial expansionism can be seen as an important manifestation of African
deterritorializations of German power. Some of these reactions were specific responses
to capitalism as almost total African social disruption was brought about by the twin
requirements of German capitalist economics and German colonial policy.
The policy that worked to destroy African peoples found its true articulation in
the scores of colonial wars that Germany fought with its colonial populace.87 Within
these wars of expansion was the innate violence of colonialism identified by Frantz
Fanon.88 The wars before 1904 were based on the suppression of native resistance to
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German colonial imposition. But after the shock to the German colonial system
presented by the 1904-1905 uprising, a policy of annihilation took over with General
Lothar von Trotha’s Vernichtungsbefehl (extermination order).89

The subsequent

massacre of the Herero population has been seen in genocidal terms by many historians.90
The deaths were on such a large scale that companies and colonial administrators
cynically decried the extreme post-war shortages of workers for the farm, plantation and
mining industries.91 When this absolute extension of German power is compared to other
colonial actions of compromise, it is evident how variable the degrees of
deterritorialization and violence were that were inflicted upon Africa. Yet there was an
innate quality to the violence that the extension of German power manifested over Africa
for African peoples were subject to German desires more than vice versa.
Less devastating but still predicated upon desires to destroy African tribal, social,
cultural and commercial structures, was the government’s policy of restriction of native
land and movement. The administration restricted natives’ movement geographically
through systems of “Control Orders” and “Pass Orders” that kept pastoral tribes away
from traditional grazing grounds and resource areas.92 Though these limits upon
movement were designed to control nomadic tribes, the regulations resulted in
widespread impoverishment and immiseration when indigenous political, social and
economic existence was severely threatened. After the revolts, colonial policy had to
balance the military and political requirements of the weakening of the restive tribes with
the commercial and social needs of the native labour force.93 Within this syncretic
compromise, German and African realities achieved some degree of harmonization.
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The decisive expression of the restriction of African movement was through the
“half-free labour market” policy. While slavery was technically abolished, this servitude
was tolerated through the government system of “slave ransoming” where former slaves
were forced to work in debt peonage until a ransom had been paid.94 Even after freedom
had been gained, the movement restrictions forbade the migration of ex-slaves away from
their work. German attempts to acquire further control over the hinterland were
predicated upon this exploitation of the colonial labour force through quasi-slavery.
While former slaves often manipulated the system to further their own interests, as
Sunseri remarks, the overall effect of the labour system was the destruction of traditional
native social formations and a potent challenge to native existence.95
In contrast to government policy on native issues, government policy was rather
one-dimensional with regard to the various colonial companies. The government
affirmed the primacy of the profit motive and was consequently driven by fears of the
loss of its colonies to either internal or external enemies. To prevent British companies’
attempts to annex parts of Southwest Africa to South Africa, the German government
cemented German control over the territory through the introduction of local
administrators and companies.96 An excellent example of expansionist desires was the
fact that while official government policy did not encourage interference in other
colonies, tacit government approval for vigilante expansionism was assumed by German
traders.97

This assumption provoked a number of minor border incidents with

neighbouring colonies when settlers and traders transgressed the limits of German
territory. Further evidence of collusion between policy, social organizations and
companies was the government’s use of the DKG as consultative body for government
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policy.
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However this still does not conclusively prove the Marxist argument of

commercial dictation of colonial policy.99 As seen above, colonial businesses had an
important role in guiding policy, but by no means an absolutely determining role.
Periodically, colonial companies were required by unusual circumstances to take
over for the German government in the colonies. In the early period, company rule
existed in the colonies for years with the government’s blessing. The companies’
aggressive efforts to acquire larger territory existed with government sanction, if not
encouragement.100 The early rebellions resulted in the DKG and DOAG providing
protection for colonial bureaucrats. Additionally, as the Reichstag was reluctant to
contribute towards infrastructure development like railways, concessionary companies
like the 1904 East African Railway Company filled the gap.101 It was close linkages like
this that led the SPD delegate August Bebel to accuse colonial cartels like the DOAG of
having the “Reich in its pocket.”102 However, when actual military resistance like the
1888 uprising in East Africa threatened, companies like the DKG and DOAG quickly
cried for government intervention since their own forces were too weak to act against the
insurgents.103
One measure to assist colonial decision-making was the establishment in 1890 of
a Colonial Council. The council of experts, almost exclusively from the realm of
commerce, was to report directly to the government on important colonial affairs. But
historians now acknowledge that the council was specifically designed to circumvent the
Reichstag’s interference.104 While leftist or reform-oriented politicians within the
Reichstag were noisy in their condemnations of the council, the council had the ear of the
K-A and RKA, and reinforced a bias towards military and commercial emphases in
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colonial strategy.
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The council exemplifies the deterritorialization of German economic

and political discourse in the African context through colonial policy. It also symbolizes
differences between colonial policy and German domestic society and politics.
There were frequent areas of strife between the desires of the colonial
administration and those of commerce in the colonies and in Germany. The very
inception of German colonial expansion saw the government struggling to devolve
responsibility for the rule of the German colonies to the commercial organizations.106
After Lüderitz had gained government support for his acquisition of Angra Pequeña
through false reports, Governor Heinrich Göring of Southwest Africa reciprocally
manipulated commercial interests by “seeding” potential mining sites with minerals in
order to encourage development and exploitation.107 Conversely, the reforms of colonial
policy carried out in 1906 under Dernburg saw government attempting to wrest more
control over colonial economic affairs from the companies. Similarly, the colonial
administration imposed more regulations upon business transactions in the colonies to
curtail the predatory business practices that had brought on widespread unrest.108
Nevertheless, it was only in circumstances of great abuse that the government interfered
in commercial transactions.
Colonial policy is further manifest in such mechanisms as treaties, taxes, laws and
military ambitions. Colonial treaties reveal the expansionist motors underpinning
German colonialism through the enshrined right to expansion within Bismarck’s
declaration cited earlier.109 Treaties with African elites often guaranteed a nebulous
“protective sovereignty” that left actual territory and actual sovereignty unresolved.110
Many of the German treaties with autochthonous groups also invoked specific

commercial rights for German companies within the territories.
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The economic and

expansionist character of these treaties belies their existence as deterritorializations of
German colonialist desire in the colonies.
The colonial tax regime was a similar expression of colonial imperatives in the
colonies. One of the first actions taken by Lüderitz upon planting the German flag was to
impose a tax upon the local inhabitants.112 All four of the colonies were subject to house
(1886-1888, 1908), dogs (1906-1911), spirits (1908-1914), brewing (1908-1911), land
(1906-14), trade (1909-1913) and municipal taxes (1910-1914). As African peoples were
often seen as “born sluggards,” many taxes were not premised upon work or wealth.113
Colonial enthusiasts called for head and hut taxes that would secure taxes from all
citizens as well as benefit the traders who would subsequently pave the way for further
expansion.114 These duties served a dual function for the colonizers by gaining revenue
for the state and forcing natives to labour in order to acquire the money to pay the tax.
These taxes were in contradiction to an earlier policy of minimizing taxes over concerns
of poverty, migration and revolt.115 But German administrators were growing desperate
for funding as they were never able to squeeze enough tax revenue out of the colonies to
pay for their administration. German domestic requirements were deterritorialized to the
colonies in the form of tax regimes and were modified by the syncretism of settler
demands and African situations. The tax impositions were further subverted and
reterritorialized by indigenous groups by false reporting, migration from German territory
and the refusal to pay taxes.
Intrinsically connected with policy on treaties and tax, law formed an essential
part of the German extension of control over its colonies.116 There was a special
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dispensation for companies in colonial law as legal arrangements all contained significant
discussions of commercial rights to resource extraction.117 Colonial native law is
particularly salient in its provision of legal backing for the government’s expansion.
While Walter Nuhn observes that indigenous peoples had a highly “irregular”
relationship with German law, the domineering nature of native law indicates something
more than this.118 More realistic is Silvester and Gewald’s belief that native law offered a
continual tool of oppression to the Germans.119 Although belief was maintained in the
German “legal state” and the 1906 reforms did bring improvement, native law was
premised upon the control of indigenous peoples. These disciplinary regimes of power
exercised over the bodies of African peoples were just the sort of power identified by
Foucault as “war continued by other means,” where every repression of native desire
represented the extension of power over the African indigene.120 Here also was the
creation of absolute difference between German and African that was vital to the
extension of power by the colonizer. As seen above in the social and cultural domains,
the surveillance of the native was another form of this disciplinary regime, with law
instead of science as the instrument of domination. But if the history of the social and
cultural realms of German expansive colonialism has shown anything, it is how the actual
borders between the German and the African were quite fluid. Therefore, whereas the
extension of German law did represent a deterritorialization, these laws were often the
specific targets of reterritorializing forces which sought to evade the imposition of
German social, cultural, economic, political and legal codes through various acts of
defiance, from resistance to German law to defaulting on taxes to outright revolt.
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Though law played an important role, it was through the military extension of
German power that control was cemented.121 In the historical course of Germany’s
colonial rule, numerous punitive raids and battles served to coerce local populations.122
The frequency of these actions and the importance of military force in Africa indicate
how colonial rule flowed often not from the K-A or RKA but from the Schutztruppe.123
Also indicative of the highly militaristic character of German colonial expansion was the
German willingness to rely upon military solutions to colonial problems. This is linked
by Pascal Grosse and Weikart to the prevalence of “scientific racism” and Social
Darwinist thinking in contemporary Germany.124 The combination of militarism and
racism is reflected in such policy statements such as the Kaiser’s 1900 “Hun Speech” in
which he ordered the army to fight with no quarter in the colonies: “Pardon wird nicht
gegeben, Gefangene nicht gemacht.”125 The power of the Schutztruppe has led historians
to connect it with an especially German brutality.126 Yet, the frequent public criticisms of
colonial barbarity and the later colonial reforms cast great doubt on the notion of a
uniquely Germanic propensity to cruelty.
The extension of German power through military force can also be connected to
the prevalence of economics in the colonies. One of the major reasons for maintaining a
colonial army was that is was deemed necessary to assure the safety of German
commercial interests.127 These forces were also often called upon by both settlers and
traders for protection against the encroachments of foreigners and natives.128 This is not
surprising, for earlier discussions have proven how exploitative business practice was a
major reason for attacks upon Germans.129 For this reason, larger concerns like the
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Kharaskhoma Syndicate, DKG and DOAG raised their own private militias to combat
native unrest.130
But the Germans did obviously not have the sole monopoly on violence. Native
tribes often used armed force to subvert the actions of German expansionism and
colonialism. Besides the obvious uprisings, native politics were even shaped by the
manipulation of German violence as a tool to achieve power. For instance, Samuel
Maherero used the German military to crush his rivals for succession to the head of the
Herero tribes.131 Tribal adversaries like the Witbooi and the Herero would often put
aside ancient antagonisms to collaborate against the Germans.132

African social

formations coalesced in opposition, a vivid example of African resistance and
reterritorialization, as well as the power of both to provoke change in Africa.
The examination of government colonial policy and its specific articulations
would be incomplete without discussion of the role of domestic politics in the
formulation and transformation of colonial policy. The colonies played a substantial role
in the Reichstag politics of the early twentieth century and vice versa. Like policy in
general, the politics underpinning the government’s colonial policy changed greatly over
time. What had begun as tacit acceptance of a colonial policy gave way in the early
twentieth century to ideas advocating an end to the wastage of men and money for the
system that perpetuated colonialism.

“Diesem System keinen Mann und keinen

Groschen!” demanded the SPD.133
It was funding that was the focal point of political conflict with the government’s
policy.134 Later Chancellors followed Bismarck’s tactic of extracting funds from a
recalcitrant Reichstag by asking for funds for the suppression of the slave trade. Such
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appeals to the Reichstag usually followed the “3 Cs” of colonialism as capital was best
secured through pleas to commerce, civilization and Christianity.135 However, the
political parties continually complained about the consistent financial loss to the taxpayer
where no profits had accrued from large investment. Economics once again offered an
excellent example of deterritorialization since financing mixed with social and cultural
issues to assume centre stage in political debates. Indeed, economics also functioned as
reterritorializations in the reluctance of the German population to contribute more money
to government policies of colonial expansion, especially after the colonial outrages.
The colonial scandals of 1906 transformed politics with regard to colonial policy.
There was substantial public opposition to Trotha’s policy from the missionaries, the
bureaucracy and some political parties.136 Newspapers such as the Berliner Tageblatt
joined the fray by grumbling about the 500 million mark cost of retaining Southwest
Africa with a cumulative profit of only 16 million marks.137 The issue came to a head
when Chancellor Bülow dissolved the Reichstag over the refusal of Zentrum and SPD
delegates to grant a further 29 million marks for the final conclusion of the Herero war.138
Splits amongst the critics won Bülow the election, in turn vindicating the government’s
colonial policy. In electoral terms, the unrest in Africa provoked a return to the
Reichstag’s conservative forces. But the public debate generated by the scandals
mandated reforms; therefore Dernburg was made colonial director. With a new focus
upon commercial colonialism and the mitigation of abuses, Dernburg echoed the
concerns of the majority of the German population. In this manner, the colonial abuses
represent a deterritorialization, while the reforms illustrate the concomitant
reterritorialization and the attempt to achieve stability both in the colonies and in
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Germany. But, true to Deleuze and Guattari’s formulation, true stability was never
achieved, since the colonial scandals had already left their mark.
The controversy over the colonial abuses altered German politics. As the war
consumed more and more money, soldiers, time and effort, traditional political categories
were polarized into supporters of interventionist colonial expansion and those calling for
moderation in colonial policy. For instance, the SPD was split into a left-wing and a procolonialism right-wing.139 Germany also developed a cadre of “liberal imperialists” like
Friedrich Naumann, Max Weber, and Ernst Francke who hoped a successful Weltpolitik
would ameliorate the situation of the German working class.140 The expansion even
provided the SPD with an argument to encourage an anti-colonial coalition with the
liberals by citing growing taxes and international entanglements. Even the nationalist
and bourgeois parties were transformed by growing gaps between advocates of overseas
expansion and those who stressed European affairs.141 German politics were therefore
deterritorialized by the novel circumstances of the African wars. Deterritorialization
reveals how the diversity of factors within colonial politics influenced these polarizations.
This analysis of colonial policy and the politics inflecting this policy offers a
unique perspective on the articulation of political interests. As indicated above, Deleuze
and Guattari provide a theoretical perspective for the examination of political ideas that
recognizes the presence of difference, fluidity and irrationality within discourses of the
nation-state and one that moves away from the excessively managerial vision of politics
used by many historians.142 Deterritorialization incorporates political influences in
discussions of society, economics and culture while simultaneously restoring
marginalized voices.
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Conclusion
This study has focused upon the expansion and consolidation of German rule
because expansion provides a connecting thread between the diverse strands of the social,
cultural, economic and political aspects of German colonialism in Africa. Expansion also
proves the motivating force for German actions in all of these fields. As Noyes argues,
colonial expansion often caused a distancing from home and metropolis since focus upon
the colony involved neglecting the metropolis and challenging ideas held there, an idea
that parallels the model of deterritorialization.1 Deterritorialization consequently
conceptualizes in an outstanding and unprecedented manner how the German state was
transformed by the relations of colonial expansion.
These shifts manifested themselves in all four of the fields under investigation.
Social beliefs in Germany were distorted and contested by attempts to create a colonial
Herrschaftsutopie. The failure of these efforts established an awareness of both alternate
cultures and absolute binaries that differentiated between European and African. It is
also remarkable how social imperialism so manifestly failed, and in fact created more
antagonisms within German society. German culture was altered by African syncretism
in various literary, architectural and artistic articulations. Imaginaries in German art
represented social desires for the colonies which were frustrated by German and African
circumstances. These colonial fantasies reveal much about how Germans saw themselves
and the colonies. Similarly, notions of German “civilization” were challenged by the
events of African colonialism as German cultural desires clashed with African realities.
Utopian desires in Germany for traditional cultural and social values therefore indicate an

anti-modernist impulse in German colonialism.
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In the economic realm, new

configurations of business practice were established in the colonies that illustrated how
colonialism was shaped by capitalist free trade economics.

The articulation of

commercial beliefs in colonial policy provided a mainspring of government policy.
Finally, deterritorialization shows how domestic politics were polarized by the colonial
expansion. Deterritorialization thus helps clarify the multiple relationships within
German colonialism in a way not seen in any other existing interpretation.
The clear benefits of Deleuze and Guattari’s formulations do not mean that they
have been used here without qualification. German colonialism poses several potential
problems for the two authors’ ideas. One difficulty is the all-inclusive binary of actionreaction, which can be excessively imprecise in analysing the diversity of positions
within and against colonial expansion. But the formulation is much more than simply
action-reaction, as this study has hopefully indicated. The theory constantly reiterates
how change in one context brings readjustment to multiple frames. Deterritorialization’s
ability to represent the myriad changes within every historical transformation therefore
shows a history constructed of multiple causes and effects. One can also question
whether this reciprocal relationship bifurcates colonial relations into a dialectic of
domination and subordination instead of the potent mixture of various exogenous and
endogenous forces?2 The answer is that various expressions of deterritorialization and
reterritorialization in Germany’s expansionism override this notion, for Germans
frequently reterritorialized the wishes of their own countrymen, and Africa often
deterritorialized in Germany. That said, deterritorialization was often the province of
Germans but only because they acted upon African territory more than vice versa.
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Lastly, Deleuze and Guattari’s paratactic questioning of absolute and linear causal
relationships could perhaps threaten the place of meaning in history. But the search for
the diverse motivations for German colonialism and African responses to expansionism
illustrates how an open approach to cause-effect interactions reveals both the contiguities
between specific historical moments and the broader picture of social, cultural, economic
and political relations. Deterritorialization’s mixture of telling detail and over-arching
structure depicts colonialism in a manner that bestows significant historical meaning.
Deterritorialization reveals how the traditional approach to colonial history
exemplified within some historiography advances simplistic and over-stated arguments.
Similarly, the Marxist interpretations cannot capture colonial economics since they do not
seriously investigate how capitalism affected Africa. Similarly, the narrow works that try
to make colonial expansion explicable through isolated causalities cannot render a history
of colonial expansion on both the micro- and macro-level. It has been argued here that
the social cannot be separated from the cultural, commercial and political elements that
influenced the expansion. A more comprehensive interpretation needs to move away
from the metropolitan facets of German colonialism towards research into local events,
which can render a more holistic vision of colonialism. Examples of a more holistic
method are found in the work of Heyden and Zeller, Bechhaus-Gerst and Klein-Arendt,
Zimmerer, Kundrus, and Friedrichsmeyer, Lennox and Zantop. These interpretations
attempt to weave together the diverse strands of German colonial history into a
comprehensive vision. But even these fail in not excavating the broader trends beneath
colonial encounters. By not looking to the motivations for colonialism as the older
historiography has, they assume the presence of a definitive explanation for German
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colonialism. An explanation that seeks to avoid the problems of older historiography,
while incorporating more recent arguments, is the preferred approach.
Deterritorialization excels in being able to combine the search for the elements that
motivated colonialism with an awareness of the multiple interactions within colonial
relations. The theory’s ability to easily accommodate the layering of important themes of
older interpretations under new approaches to the historical event is unparalleled in the
available historiography.
This palimpsestic methodology layers new interpretations on top of older
approaches to the topic in order to present the most holistic image of German
colonialism. The methodology is mirrored in the discussion of the role of the centre and
periphery in colonial power relationships which highlights the respective influence of
both Germany and Africa. This follows Robinson and Gallagher’s “excentric” theory,
where colonialism is a function of both resistance and collaboration.3 Fieldhouse’s
peripheral resistance thesis also holds true in the German context: the processes of
negotiation and compromise between metropolitan and colonial influences demonstrably
guided German colonial policy. Thus, in isolation both the centre and the periphery
theses are problematic. In this respect, the approaches of more recent works that stress
the equality of internal and external factors in the expansion offer great benefit.4
If there can be no determining pole of colonialism, how can the motivating forces
of colonialism be identified?

This analysis has stressed the motivations behind

colonialism because these forces are so vital to understanding structures and discourses
underpinning the expansion. The exploration of the four themes and the ways in which
Africa impinged on German colonialism aims to indicate how any singular conception of

colonialism is impossibly simplistic.

5
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Yet German expansionism was not Joseph

Schumpeter’s irrational colonialism of an “objectless disposition without assignable
units,” for several elements were of greater importance than others in motivating the
conquest of Africa.6 Certainly, the social, profit and cultural explanations deserve some
prioritization as driving forces behind expansionism.7 Two motivations that can be
dismissed are the two highly problematic Sonderweg and Marxist conspiracy theses.
Neither an ineluctable progression to uniquely Germanic violence nor an orchestrated
capitalist plot is evident in German expansion. Overall, the hybridity that Bhabha
identifies in colonial relationships banishes singular explanation to the rubbish bin of
history. Instead of a mono-causal explanation, a palimpsestic layering of historical
events and interactions best sheds light on the dynamics of colonialism.
Through discussion of the social, political, economic and cultural aspects of
German expansionism, several connecting themes are immediately apparent. Deleuze
and Guattari’s conception reveals how deterritorializations in the social field often have
repercussions in the cultural and vice versa. Change in and through all of the elements
consequently becomes a dominant trope of the history of expansion. For the most part,
the actions and reactions of colonialism between Germany and Africa appear to be
balanced, but always present in different proportions. This is certainly not a facile
conclusion, since the actions of the colonizer were at all times shaped by African
circumstances and frequently German contexts. Colonial actions were therefore subject
to significant mediation through different levels of society, a conclusion rarely drawn in
both old and new colonial historiography.
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This study has advanced a new vision of colonialism. By not focusing upon the
older economic and political tropes, nor the recent social and cultural deconstructions of
colonialism, this analysis attempts to incorporate these four themes and their multiple
components. Furthermore, Deleuze and Guattari’s arguably poststructuralist approach
and its opposition to totalization gives voice to marginalized histories within colonialism.
The revelation of the multiple African acts of resistance to German capitalism, rarely
discussed in other inquiries, testifies to this ability to better depict colonial interactions.
Deterritorialization’s capability to render relations of space and power also has great
advantage for the history of expansion. But, deterritorialization also weakens strictly
territorial conceptions by taking social formations as its field of study. The search for the
roots of deterritorializations and reterritorializations also allows the theory to disclose the
desires underpinning such reciprocal actions. In renouncing mechanistic theories,
whether excessively broad economic or political rationales or excessively narrow
interpretations, this study accommodates the variety of forces and actors at play within
colonialism.
One of the most significant advantages of Deleuze and Guattari’s theory is its
ability to harmonize the multiple elements of colonialism. Primarily, deterritorialization
integrates the experience of both the colonizer and the colonized into a coherent historical
narrative. By allowing the historian to better comprehend historical relations between
such differing historical structures and circumstances as the German and the African,
deterritorialization aids connective synthesis. By indicating the interplay of Germany-inAfrica and Africa-in-Germany, a vital dimension of colonialism is revealed.
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Deterritorialization helps the historian realize how Germany and Africa were interrelated
within the colonial system, a realization frequently ignored by other colonial histories.
The specificity and historicity of this study of German colonialism admittedly
qualifies extrapolations to imperialism in general. Nonetheless, notions important for the
study of imperialism flow logically from this particular investigation. This study has
proved Galtung’s structural conception of imperialism to be correct.

In seeing

imperialism as an accretion of elements, social, cultural, economic and political, the most
comprehensive image of imperialism can emerge. By stressing variation, syncretism,
negotiation and composite forms, Deleuze and Guattari’s vision encourages generative
and mutative histories of imperialism. Through this analysis of the broad reaches of
colonialism, Spivak’s contention that Deleuze and Guattari essentialize imperialism
becomes questionable.8
Deterritorialization is further helpful in capturing the social and economic
dimensions of imperialism. Deterritorialization locates the important role of social
groups in the colonial expansion. Social desires to create or re-establish society in the
colonies formed a vital element of German colonialism and African resistance. Similarly,
different social groups displayed very different actions in deterritorialization and
reterritorialization. Finally, deterritorialization illustrates how much of the interaction
between and within colonialism was socially constituted. In economic matters, the
authors’ formulation establishes the importance of capitalist modes of exchange within
imperialism. This study of German colonialism in light of the deterritorializing power of
capital has placed economic motivations at the centre of the expansion. As well,
economics have a guiding role in determining the exact course of the conquest. It was
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the amalgamation of social and economic elements, together with cultural and political
rationales, that determined the form of German colonialism in Africa.
Deterritorialization alone seems capable of combining these diverse elements into a
coherent framework.
Deleuze and Guattari’s theories also provide a broad idea of power not often seen
in colonial history. This project concludes that German colonialism was not the story of
un-mediated submission to the colonizer but a complex series of interactions and
mediations that gave the power relations of colonialism their unique character. This
examination has down-played overt talk of power relations, for in the colonial
relationship power was present in all spheres. Hence this inquiry, like that of Deleuze
and Guattari, has been a work of synthesis, amalgamating varied manifestations of
colonial power. This is truly one of the best ways in which the two authors open up new
lines of investigation.9 Looking at the diverse manifestations of colonial power shows
the multiple nature of power in political, social, cultural and economic realms. In
examining the big picture as a sum of aggregate singularities, deterritorialization allows a
micro-level analysis of power that also corresponds to macro-structures. This articulation
characterizes a history that stresses power dynamics in multiple fields and in multiple
circumstances. Deterritorialization reveals how power is more than just a dialectical
relationship of domination and resistance. Additionally, Deleuze and Guattari’s theory
stimulates thought on the institutional structures of power. Thus, this analysis has
revealed not only how Germans and Africans related to power, but also how they were
respectively situated within power relations.
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Much like the new images of colonialism, imperialism and power, Deleuze and
Guattari’s formulation provides an awareness of multiplicity and transformation not often
found in colonial histories. Deleuze and Guattari reveal how colonial interactions were
not solely social, economic, cultural or political but were in fact inter-connected. Vital to
this inter-connection is a continual process of change that renounces the foreclosure of
thought on colonialism. Their deterritorialization also permits the understanding of how
reciprocity informs and shapes the social, cultural, economic and political expressions of
colonialism. Deleuze and Guattari’s elaboration of the negotiations and differences in
deterritorialization and reterritorialization creates a deterritorialized history of German
colonialism that distances itself from homogenized and essentialized conceptions of
German hegemony and African resistance. It is this openness to holistic frameworks that
marks the novel nature of this examination of the relationships within the German
colonial expansion in Africa.
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Appendix

Guide to Abbreviations

AA

Auswärtiges Amt

DKG

Deutsche Kolonialgesellschaft

DKGfürSWA

Deutsche Kolonialgesellschaft für Südwestafrika

DOAG

Deutsche-Ostafrikanische Gesellschaft

K-A

Kolonial-Abteilung (Auswärtiges Amt)

RKA

Reichskolonialamt

SPD

Sozialdemokratische Partei Deutschlands
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